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Downtown Businesses Targeted
in Recent Burglaries
by Jesse La Tour
Over the past three months, seven
downtown businesses have been burglarized. Three of these occurred in the
same building. On July 10 around
4:30am, Terrace Skate Shop was burglarized by an unknown male, who
smashed the front window to gain entry
and stole the cash register and other
store items.
Following the break-in and burglary,
Terrace owner Andrew Matthias decided
to temporarily remove most of the
inventory from his shop.
“We don’t feel safe having our stuff in
here,” he said, adding that other shops in
his building had been targeted for burglaries over the past few months.
The following day, just around the corner in the same building, Lost Levels
video game store was burglarized.
Again, a front window was smashed and
the cash register stolen. A smaller window of Terrace skate shop was also broken.
A couple weeks later, on July 26
another store in the same building,
Stitch and Feather, was burglarized in
the same way—the front windows
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smashed and the cash register stolen.
According to Fullerton Police Captain
Jon Radus, officers have increased
patrols in the downtown area due to the
recent break-ins.
Captain Radus offered the following
helpful tips for small business owners:
—Light the inside and outside of your
business, especially around doors, windows, skylights, or other entry points.
Consider installing covers over exterior
lights and power sources to deter tampering.
—A determined burglar can usually
find their way into your store. However,
that doesn’t mean you can’t do things to
slow them down. Replacing traditional
glass with a tempered variety makes a
smash and grab much more difficult.
—Leaving cash registers empty and
open after closing can help prevent burglars from entering in most instances.
The investigation is ongoing.
Anyone who has tips may contact
Sgt. Dan Diaz at (714) 738-6580.
This information was determined
using data from the LexisNexis
Community Crime Map
(https://communitycrimemap.com/map).

Deputy Chief Jon Fugitt told The
Observer, on July 4th the fire department
had nine possible fires related to fireworks.
A fire at 1025 Crestview Drive was
reported at 11:17pm on the Fourth of July.
Fullerton Fire units arrived and found a
fully involved garage fire extending into
the attic of the residence.
“The cause of the fire is currently under
investigation and fireworks is one of the
causes of the fire that still needs to be ruled
out by the investigators,” Fugitt said
Fullerton Fire was assisted by Anaheim,
LA County, and Newport Beach Fire
Departments in putting out the fire. Shortly
after arrival, the fire was under control. No
injuries were reported to the occupants of
the residence or Fire Department personnel. The estimated fire loss is approximately $250,000.

CORRECTION
The July edition featured a photo
with the top three Fullerton
Scholastic chess players, which
included my son. However, the information was not correct. My son
Dylan Ardaya did place second, but
is a 7th grader at Parks. Dylan Wang
got third and is a 6th grader at Fisler.
–Ivy Lin Fullerton

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
KEEPS US PRINTING.
We are a volunteer and community
written 45 year old newspaper. Please
send check for $39 to PO Box 7051,
Fullerton, CA 92834 or pay with credit
card at www.fullertonobserver.com,
any questions can be answered via
email: ads@fullertonobserver.com or
call (714) 525-6402.

Many residents participated in the annual 4th of July bike parade on Wilshire.
PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS
See more on page 16

NEW MENTAL HEALTH LAW by Jenn Olmedo
THE ISSUE: California law requires
health care providers to schedule a mental health assessment, also known as
“intake,” within two weeks of the
patient requesting to be seen by a therapist. An intake is social, clinical, and
demographic data taken for useful and
helpful information. This is asked of the
patient by clinicians to obtain accurate
and up-to-date information before being
assigned a therapist best suited for their
needs. Until recently, no law required a
session to be scheduled with a therapist
after an intake has taken place.

FACT: The number of psychiatrists
who reported receiving more referrals
almost doubled from 37% in 2020 to
62% in 2021. Almost 7 in 10 psychiatrists (68%) have reported that their
waitlist has grown extensively since the
start of the pandemic.
INTRODUCING SB221: Bill SB221 is a
mental health law that guarantees
Californians the right to timely mental
health and substance use disorder sessions with a certified therapist. This bill
went into effect on July 1. It was signed
See Mental Health Law on page 12

COMMENTARY

Committee that was created to consider
the future of The Hunt over four years
ago. The part she read emphasized community building:
The Vision Statement from the Ad
Hoc Committee underlines this:
* The restoration and revitalization of
this architectural treasure provides
Fullerton with a unique opportunity to
rebuild and strengthen a sense of community and belonging in our diverse and
remarkable City.
* We envision a variety of compatible
and creative uses that bring residents
together in a place that is welcoming, a
place of learning and sharing knowledge, a place that encourages curiosity, a
place that serves as a hub of activities,
programs, events, and classes.
See Community Building on page 15

Community Building
by Vince Buck

The Council discussed the future of
the Hunt Library Building on Tuesday
July 19. It is not clear why the future of
this building is in doubt at this time. I
fear it may be the most recent installment of the attempt of several councils
ago to get rid of the building. However,
that is not my issue here. What I want to
address is building community in
Fullerton and the role of this facility and
this Council in doing that.
At Tuesday's meeting, former Mayor
Molly McClanahan read part of the
Vision Statement written by the Ad Hoc
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Council
to Consider
Affordable
Housing by Jesse La Tour
In order to address the affordability
crisis in housing in Fullerton, City
Council voted 3-2 (Whitaker and
Dunlap “no”) at their July 5 meeting to
direct staff to bring back more information about creating an inclusionary
(affordable) housing ordinance, a policy
tool that requires or encourages private
developers to include a percentage of
below market rate affordable units, create off-site affordable units, or to pay a
fee.
Cities have options for how their
inclusionary housing ordinance could be
tailored. The staff report recommended
hiring a consultant to help determine
which kind of program would work best
for Fullerton and do a fiscal analysis of
the proposed program.
Orange County cities that have
Inclusionary Housing Ordinances
include Brea, Huntington Beach, Irvine,
La Habra, Santa Ana, and San Clemente.
Each city created their program to meet
the needs of the community.
During public comment, a few residents spoke in favor of Fullerton adopting an inclusionary housing ordinance.
Jane Reifer of Friends for a Livable
Fullerton pointed out that the Planning
Commission voted unanimously to support inclusionary housing as a way to
meet Fullerton’s affordable housing
goals, as outlined in the City’s Housing
Element and the Regional Housing
Needs Assessment. Reifer said that
affordable housing won’t solve the problem, but it will help substantially. She
said that many developers have told her
that they would go along with inclusionary housing if Fullerton required it.
Joshua Ferguson said the City should
not spend money on a consultant, and
that City staff should be able to do the
necessary research and preparations.
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra said he
also opposed spending money on a consultant at this point and that he would
like more information, specifically a
comparison chart showing other cities’
inclusionary housing ordinances.
Councilmember Jesus Silva made a
motion for staff to bring back more
information at a future meeting, including the comparison chart that Zahra
requested.
Silva said that he too has spoken to
many developers who have said they
would go along with an inclusionary
housing ordinance–that they just need to
know so they can factor it into their
plans.
Mayor Pro Tem Bruce Whitaker spoke
against an inclusionary housing ordinance, arguing that it can lead to
reduced parking requirements, increased
density, and can increased market rates.
“Rather than creating an ironclad policy, you’re much better off to work with
incentives if you’re going to look at
individual projects. You’re able to tailor
that rather than making a broad stroke
policy that affects all corners of our
City,” Whitaker said.
Councilmember Nick Dunlap also
spoke against an inclusionary housing
ordinance, calling such policies “draconian in nature.”
Mayor Fred Jung supported the
motion to bring back more information.
“I’d like to see this in some form, see
how it pencils out and what it looks
like,” Jung said.

Homeless encampment 2020
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Shortcomings and Progress
in Homeless Crisis, according to
OC Grand Jury report by Anthony Robert
An Orange County Grand Jury report
released June 23 praised some aspects of
the County’s response to the homelessness crisis, stating that the County has
made some progress working with independent organizations and boards in
increasing the amount of shelter beds,
outreach to the unhoused regarding
COVID-19, and vouchers for permanent
housing. Orange County’s homeless
population has declined by 17 percent in
the past three years, according to the
L.A. Times, although critics charge that
may be an undercount.
Specifically, the Grand Jury praised
‘navigation shelters’ in the report, which
it defines as “another name for emergency shelter, emphasizing the service
provided to residents to navigate to permanent housing, jobs, medical care, and
other independent living skills,” including Fullerton’s Illumination Foundation
Navigation Center on Commonwealth
Ave. in its commendations for providing
critical services to the unhoused.
However, the Grand Jury Report
found that these efforts are still not sufficient in fully tackling homelessness,
identifying many problems in the way
the County is dealing with the issue as
well. The lack of a needed emergency
shelter in South Orange County, as well
as no existing court-ordered treatment
for those unhoused with mental illnesses
and substance abuse problems, and a
lack of permanent housing for those
exiting homelessness are among significant “shortcomings and bottlenecks”
identified in the report.
In total, the Grand Jury’s report estimated that Orange County spent around
$1.6 billion tackling homelessness in the

year of 2021, including prevention, outreach, shelter, housing as well as on the
unhoused who were in jail or within the
criminal justice system.
Doug Chaffee, who represents
Fullerton in the Board of Supervisors, is
unable to respond to the report until the
Board of Supervisors makes their comment on the Grand Jury’s report to the
Presiding Judge of the Superior Court
within 90 days of the report’s release, as
required under California Penal Code
Section 933. Chaffee’s opponent for
Supervisor, Sunny Park, who is currently the Mayor of Buena Park, told the
Voice of OC that she agreed with the
report’s conclusions, stating that “the
reality is that our county continues to not
have enough safe housing available for
people who go into shelters, including
youth aging out of foster care.” Park
also stated that more affordable housing
is needed to prevent currently housed
families from falling into homelessness.
According to an estimate by the
Orange County Business Council,
Orange County has 65,000 too few
homes “to meet the housing needs of the
people who already live and work here,”
and the organization states that building
more affordable housing is critical to
reducing homelessness, a conclusion
echoed in the Grand Jury’s report.
For more information go to:
• https://www.ocgrandjury.org/pdfs/
2021_2022_GJreport/2022-06-23
_How_is_Orange_County_Adressing
_Homelessness.pdf
• https://www.ochealthinfo.com/sites/
hca/files/import/data/files/92093.pdf
• https://board.ocgov.com/
meetings-agendas

California’s 2022-2023 Budget
means new funding for businesses
Governor Gavin Newsom signed a
$308 billion state budget that provides
direct tax refunds for 23 million
Californians to help address rising costs,
tackles the state’s most pressing needs,
builds reserves, and invests in the future
of California.
Accessity, a nonprofit community
development institution, is celebrating
this new budget that includes $50 million through the California Investment
and Innovation Program that will continue to provide support for small businesses and entrepreneurs.
The budget also includes $150 million
for COVID-19 small business grants,
$75 million for drought-relief grants for
small agricultural businesses in the state,
and $1 billion to be distributed over four
years by the California Energy
Commission, as grants to businesses
headquartered in California.
Elizabeth Schott, CEO of Accessity

said, “This investment in small businesses will have ripple effects in our
communities, creating more businesses
and jobs. Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFI) have
stepped up during the pandemic as 'economic first responders' distributing the
state's COVID-19 relief funding through
the California Rebuilding Fund. To date,
Accessity has supported 91 businesses
through loans totaling $2.4 million in
Southern California through this fund.
We are excited to continue this momentum with this new investment that will
help underserved businesses throughout
the state.”
To learn more about California’s
budget and services go to:
•https://www.gov.ca.gov/2022/06/30/go
vernor-newsom-signs-budget-puttingmoney-back-in-californians-pocketsand-investing-in-states-future/

The Fullerton Observer community
newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy, Roy and Irene Kobayashi, and
other friends in 1978, is staffed by local
volunteers who create, publish, and distribute the paper throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit onerevenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, nonpartisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other
societal forces which most impact their
lives, so that they may be empowered to
participate in constructive ways to keep
and make these private and public entities
serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways. Through
our extensive coverage, we seek to promote a sense of community and an appreciation for the values of diversity with
which
our country is so uniquely blessed.
____________________________
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Representatives of WTLC and PLC gather at the Volunteers for Justice annual event.
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WTLC Named Public Law Center’s Community Partner of the Year by Dan Pittman
Nonprofit Women’s Transitional Living Center, Inc. (WTLC) of Fullerton has
been named the 2022 Community Partner of the Year of the Public Law Center
(PLC), Orange County’s pro bono law firm.
The announcement was made at PLC’s recent Volunteers for Justice annual event
in Costa Mesa.
“We are honored to receive this recognition from PLC on behalf of the many survivors of domestic violence we have served at WTLC who have received pro bono
legal counsel because of our longtime partnership,” Mark Lee, WTLC’s chief executive officer, said. “We value our longstanding relationship with PLC, which like us
is committed to providing justice for vulnerable residents.”

WTLC was founded in 1976 as the result of a needs assessment study of battered
women in Orange County that was conducted by the National Organization for
Women’s Task Force on Family Violence.
Originally created to meet the extraordinary need for shelter services for survivors
of domestic violence, WTLC has expanded to providing a comprehensive bridge
housing program, legal services, counseling services, and prevention education to
survivors, communities, and people who cause harm.
WTLC is currently building Hope House, a free-standing home that will accommodate 16 to 20 survivors for up to 24 months at no cost to them, adding muchneeded capacity for the nonprofit’s Transitional Housing Program.

OLLI Celebrates
Surviving
the Pandemic
Together
by Saskia Kennedy
On a hot summer day in July I met
with Ellie Monroe, President of Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute known as
OLLI to discuss how they kept the programs going through the pandemic.
“It was difficult and frustrating,” said
Monroe, “We suddenly couldn’t come
on campus. The ceramics class lost so
much material, we had to replace the
refrigerator because no one cleaned it
out and the interior had mold beyond
repair. Our computers and other equipment were not being updated regularly
and you know electronics get outdated
so fast if you don’t keep on it.”
Monroe and Bob Kovacev, Vice
President of External Relations told me
about the hardships that the pandemic
caused OLLI. The team found themselves scrambling to learn how to use
and teach Zoom to members who didn’t
own or had an aversion to computers.
Two of their members, Bob Newcomb
and Jim Monroe paid thousands out of
their own pockets to help keep the entire
program going. They were reimbursed
almost two years later. Twelve OLLI
members went above and beyond helping each other navigate the pandemic
and keep OLLI alive.
“We had 1600 members and then we
went down to 750. Our membership is
up to 1050 now as we are able to do
more hybrid and in-person classes,” said

Students attending an in person class at
CSUF. Zoom classes are also offered.
Monroe.
“Jim Monroe, Ellie Monroe, Bob
Newcomb, Joyce Ono, Richard
McCamann, Tom La Casa, Mark
Hammel, Susan Hanna, Rick Hearn,
Renee Cabrera, and Bob Riley were key
people who developed presentations and
workshops to get classes up and running,” said Kovacev.
“We started with 30 classes online and
by the end of summer we had 45; it has
been gradually increasing,” said
Monroe, “We are like a big family."
Just then Patsy Burns, an OLLI member, walked over to us. We were introduced and she said, “Oh tell them that
this is the greatest program ever. It stimulates your brain and keeps you active.
Everyone knows that a stimulated brain
keeps you young and that a sedentary
life is bad for your health.”
For more on classes and other
activities can go to: https://olli.fullerton.edu/classes/index.php

PHOTOS BY ROBIN POPPY CHIMINO

Quilts of Valor for Veterans by Robin Poppy Chimino
Stitch by stitch. Thread by thread.
Colorful pieces of fabric are woven
together by loving hands to create a
comforting quilt for our most valiant
warriors.
Quilts of Valor was born of a dream. A
mother with a son in Iraq had the idea of
him being comforted by a handmade
quilt. Since 2003, over a quarter of a
million quilts have been awarded to veterans across the country, all stitched by
volunteers, all created to honor those
who have fought for our freedom.
On July 25, several deserving veterans
were each awarded a Quilt of Valor by
the North Cities Quilt Guild at the
Placentia Presbyterian Church.

Quilts of Valor were awarded to these
Vietnam Veterans:
• Steve Duran, La Mirada
• Eugene Madrid, Brea
• Robert Garoutte, Anaheim hills
• Joe Ruiz, Placentia
• Jim Vanry, Anaheim
• Greg Young, Yorba Linda
A quilt was also presented to one
WWII Veteran, Arnold Terry, who was
unable to attend.
For more information about the Quilt
of Valor Foundation or to nominate
someone visit www.QOVF.org.
To learn more about North Cities Quilt
Guild: www.northcitiesquiltguild.org.
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FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL NOTES
The Council meets at 5:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each
month. Upcoming agenda information and streaming video of meetings
are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at (714) 738-6311 or council@cityoffullerton.com

July 5 Meeting
CLOSED SESSION
Before every public City Council meeting, there is a closed session during which
Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the view of the public.
During this meeting, Council met with staff to discuss negotiations with the City’s
public employee unions regarding salaries, benefits, and working conditions.

PROCLAMATION

HUNT LIBRARY UPDATE

Fullerton Union High School baseball
team was honored for sharing the
Freeway League title with Sunny Hills
and being the runner-up in the CIF
regional championship.

Councilmember Jesus Silva asked
staff to gave an update on the Hunt
Branch Library, which has recently
experienced extensive vandalism. See
page 5.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Rancho La Paz: Mobile homeowner
Todd Harrison said that Rancho La Paz
(RLP) mobile home park owner John
Saunders has sued the State in federal
court over a State law that protects RLP
homeowners from excessive rent hikes.
Harrison asked City Council to instruct
its lobbyists to support State efforts to
protect all mobile home parks from
predatory rent hikes.
Public Right-of-Way at 100 N.
Harbor: Tony Package criticized
Council for its seeming lack of concern
for public commenters wishing to speak
on the encroachment/public right-ofway at 100 N. Harbor by removing the
item from agendas as the matter is negotiated by the City Attorney. City
Attorney Richard Jones said that negotiations with the property owner are ongoing, and that City Council has given
direction to have the encroachment

removed from property at no cost to the
City.
Accessibility: Maureen Milton said
that the new polished cobblestones at
the downtown Transportation Center
bus depot crosswalk are not navigable
by those with disabilities and are dangerous.
Rest in Peace: Homeless advocate
Curtis Gamble told Council that July 5
was the anniversary of the beating death
of Kelly Thomas by Fullerton police in
2011.
Credit for Missed Trash Pickup during Strike: Two members of the public
asked when residents will receive credit
for missed trash pickups during the sanitation workers strike in December. City
Manager Eric Levitt said the City is still
resolving this issue with Republic
Services, Fullerton’s contracted trash
hauler.

SOLAR STREETLIGHT PILOT PROGRAM
Council approved a contract award to Gridshift Solutions of $69,221 for a Solar
Streetlight Pilot Program for 23 solar streetlights. The funding will come from the
Gas Tax, not the general fund.
The pilot program will enable the City to determine if solar streetlights provide a
viable option to replace some of the City’s high voltage series lighting system not
impeded by tree canopy cover.
Fullerton’s series streetlight systems, designed and installed 50 to 70 years ago,
are now obsolete. The streetlight technology in place utilizes electrical transformers
owned by Southern California Edison (SCE) and lighting circuits and fixtures
owned by the city of Fullerton, all of which are outdated and the City can no longer
reliably and cost-effectively operate and maintain.

YELLOW CAB AGREEMENT FOR SENIOR MOBILITY PROGRAM
Council approved an agreement with California Yellow Cab for taxi services provided by the Senior Mobility Program (SMP) funded by the Orange County
Transportation Authority (OCTA).
The senior transportation program offers residents ages 60 years or older taxi rides
to assist seniors in maintaining their independence.

AUGUST 2022

IMPAIRED DRIVING GRANT
Council authorized the Chief of Police to accept $500,000 in grant funding from
the California Highway Patrol (CHP) Cannabis Tax Fund Grant Program to reduce
and mitigate the impacts of impaired driving within the community. The Cannabis
Tax Fund Grant Program was created by voters’ approval of Proposition 64, which
legalized the sale of recreational cannabis statewide. The city of Fullerton continues
to prohibit cannabis dispensaries, although this has not stopped illegal dispensaries
from popping up around the City.

GOODMAN LOGISTICS APPEAL DENIED
Council voted unanimously to deny an appeal brought by resident Jane Reifer
regarding construction of a trailer yard adjacent to the large Goodman Logistics
warehouse development at the former Kimberly Clark factory. Reifer’s appeal
alleged that the City did not adequately analyze the environmental impacts of the
proposed project, including the fact that there are two elementary schools within ¼
mile of the truck route serving the site, potentially exposing students to hazardous
emissions.
“These projects are in a disadvantaged neighborhood that already have a massive
amount of air pollution already, and these just add to it,” Reifer said.

COUNCIL APPROVES AUDIT OF OC POWER AUTHORITY
Citing recent leadership and transparency concerns about the Orange
County Power Authority (OCPA), City
Council voted unanimously to support
an independent audit of the agency by
the city of Irvine, as well as to draft a letter requesting answers to the issues
raised by a recent OC Grand Jury
Report. See page 15.
OCPA is a community choice energy
(CCE) agency that was established in
2019 to give member cities a greater mix
of renewable energy. Currently, OCPA’s
members include Irvine, Fullerton,
Huntington Beach, Buena Park, and
unincorporated areas of Orange County.
The Grand Jury report expressed concern with the lack of relevant experience
of OCPA CEO Brian Probolsky, and
cites’ numerous problems with OCPA
transparency.
Councilmember Jesus Silva highlighted some of the findings of the report,
particularly having a lack of bylaws, hiring failing to follow best practices, and
stifling the participation of the
Community Advisory Committee.
“I know that if the power authority
collapses under these investigations, the
City is not on the hook for anything
because Irvine is bankrolling it” Silva
said. “But currently our commercial

businesses have been forced into choosing.”
Service for commercial customers
began in April, and service for residential customers is expected to begin in
October. If customers do not opt out of
the service, they will be enrolled in the
70% renewable energy option.
“I am concerned about the credibility
of this agency moving forward,” Zahra
said. “Any investigation needs to be
thorough and independent, and it cannot
take extended periods of time. I hope the
letter we send out is not a letter of questions but a letter demanding transparency and accountability.”
Mayor Pro Tem Bruce Whitaker
expressed concern that the cost savings
initially promised by OCPA were not
actually happening and that rates could
be higher than Southern California
Edison (SCE).
“This has just turned out to be exactly
what we expected it to be—it’s kind of a
created
government
disaster,”
Councilmember Dunlap said. “I think
we’re expecting this agency to do something that perhaps it’s not capable of,
and that’s righting itself.”
Mayor Fred Jung is Fullerton’s representative on the board of OCPA and supported the audit and letter.

NEW AGREEMENT WITH POLICE UNION
Council voted unanimously to approve a new agreement with Fullerton’s police
unions giving them 5.25% pay raises, and some additional benefits such as education incentive pay, longevity pay, and uniform pay.
Resident Joshua Ferguson questioned the pay raises and asked for more transparency and accountability from the police department.

FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA FORECAST
Tuesday, August 2
• City Manager Temporary Contract
Award Authority
• Opioid Litigation Update
• Contract Amendment and Update to
Housing Element

Tuesday, August 16
• Hunt Library Site Fencing
• Street Projects Funding Update
• Future of Walk on Wilshire
• Joint Use Agreement with Fullerton
School District for Field Use

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: Members of the public can access meetings
streamed live online at https://fullerton.legistar.com, on Spectrum Cable
Channel 3 and AT&T U-Verse Channel 99.

UPCOMING CITY MEETINGS

IN

COUNCIL CHAMBERS

City Hall is located at 303 W Commonwealth Ave, www.cityoffullerton.com
• August 1 at 4pm:
Transportation & Circulation
• August 2 at 5:30pm: City Council
• August 3 at 6:30pm:
Planning Commission
• August 8 at 5:30pm:
Cultural Arts Subcommittee
• August 8 at 6:30pm:
Parks and Recreation Commission

• August 15 at 5pm:
Infrastructure and Natural Resources
• August 16 at 5:30pm: City Council
• August 17 at 6:30pm: Planning
• August 24 at 5pm:
Active Transportation (Bicyclists)
• August 25 at 6pm:
Library Board of Trustees
• August 31 at 5:30pm: Planning
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July 19 Meeting
CLOSED SESSION
Before every public City Council meeting, there is a closed session during which
Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the view of the public.
During this meeting, Council met with legal counsel to discuss one case of anticipated litigation.

PINES AT SUNRISE VILLAGE
PUBLIC HEARING CANCELED
City Council canceled the
Public Hearing regarding The
Pines at Sunrise Village development project at 1144 Rosecrans
Ave.

NEW PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS
A newly adopted public comment process
requires members of the public wishing to
speak on agenda items to first register with
the City Manager’s office next to Council
Chambers, and then may speak when their
names are called by the City Clerk.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Rancho La Paz

Todd Harrison cited recent safety
issues in Rancho La Paz mobile home
park and said the park owner has continued in his efforts to push out seniors in
order to raise rents.

Drinking Fountains at
Transportation Center

Curt Johnston asked if one of the
drinking fountains can be turned on at
the transportation center downtown.

Historic Homes
as Homeless Housing

Jane Reifer from Friends for a Livable
Fullerton expressed concern about
recently-announced plans by local nonprofit Pathways of Hope to demolish
three historic homes to make way for
homeless and transitional housing. “I
love their program, but I’d love to see if
the City and residents can work with
them to find an alternative to serve the
purpose but not tear down the homes.”

Police Accountability
Several members of the public spoke
about the 2020 killing of Hector
Hernandez by Fullerton police officer
Jonathan Ferrell, who was not charged
by the District Attorney and remains on
the FPD.
—Sam Sullivan: “Forty-seven percent
of your budget goes to police and there’s
very little oversight. Please stop using
Lexipol, a multi-million-dollar for-profit
company that writes policies for police
officers to be intentionally vague.”
—Deanna Sullivan, mother of 19-yearold David Sullivan who was killed in
Fullerton by Buena Park police in 2019:
“Excessive force led to the murder of
Hector Hernandez. The chief of police is
responsible for his lack of action to hold
the cops accountable.” She urged DA
Todd Spitzer to re-open Hector’s case.

—Bill Brown: “We can’t allow our
whole community to go on thinking that
that is how our police officers are supposed to perform…You’ll never get the
respect from the community if you don’t
follow the things that you expect from
the community. “
—Jennifer Rojas of ACLU of Southern
California: “The ACLU stands in solidarity with Hector Hernandez’s family,
his neighbors, and this community.
Fullerton’s policy fails to adequately
communicate its use of force policy
under Assembly Bill 392, specifically in
its section “Deadly Force Applications.”
—The father of Hannah Williams, who
was killed by a Fullerton Police officer:
“To this day, we do not have any more
information than we did the day she was
killed by police.”

HOW TO CONTACT YOUR DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE
• Fred Jung Mayor (District 1)
(714) 738-6311 and at fred.jung@cityoffullerton.com
• Nick Dunlap Council Member (District 2)
(714) 738-6311 and at nicholas.dunlap@cityoffullerton.com
• Jesus Silva Council Member (District 3)
(714) 738-6311 and at jesuss@cityoffullerton.com
• Bruce Whitaker Mayor Pro Tem (District 4)
(714) 981-8474 and at bwwhitaker@live.com
• Ahmad Zahra Council Member (District 5)
(714) 738-6311 and at AhmadZ@cityoffullerton.com
• City Clerk at cityclerksoffice@cityoffullerton.com or (714) 738-6350

Link to January 6 Insurrection Committee Evidence
To learn more about the evidence and information gathered by the Select
Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol
visit https://january6th.house.gov or https://www.c-span.org.
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Council and Community Discuss Status
and Future of Hunt Library
City Council received an update on the
Given the extensive recent vandalism
Hunt Branch Library on July 19 from of the Hunt Library, including the
City staff as well as ArtsOC, a possible destruction of dozens of windows, staff
program partner for future use of this reported on the completion of some
City-owned building at 201 S Basque interim security measures.
Ave.
Many residents and community leadThe update was requested following ers who have been involved in recent
reports of recent vandalism at the Hunt efforts to revitalize and re-open the Hunt
and the possible termination of arts part- spoke to council.
nerships with local nonprofits Heritage
Molly McClanahan, who served on the
Future and ArtsOC.
Hunt Library Ad Hoc Committee, said
City Manager Eric Levitt said that that a priority policy of the Hunt Library
ArtsOC is still interested but Heritage should be to build community, that the
Future is not. Council gave Levitt direc- first priority needs to be to protect and
tion to reach out informally with other secure the building, and that the City
potential program partners for use of the needs to be more of a partner in helping
Hunt, which is currently closed to the to fund the Hunt.
public.
Ellen Ballard, who is on the Library
Richard Stein, president and CEO of Board of trustees said that the new
ArtsOC gave a presentation on the com- Request for Proposals the City was
munity outreach his group has done and about to send out is not what the comthe vision that emerged from this.
munity expected or even desired. She
As a result of a contract with the City, cautioned against starting the process
ArtsOC conducted 36 stakeholder inter- over and instead working with stakeviews, hosted three visioning sessions holders for the best outcome.
with over 100 attendees, and received
Jane Reifer from the group Save the
803 responses to an online survey.
Hunt, which was instrumental in preStein shared highlights from
venting the City from selling
the program proposal, which
the building, said that security
included a mission statement:
should be the top priority.
To provide programs that are
“The date for the fence to be
Given
accessible, adaptable, and the extensive installed is two months from
designed to evolve and fit the
now,” Reifer said. “We’ve
recent
needs of the community.
already had breaches.”
vandalism
The proposal included ideas
Councilmember Jesus Silva
for how to utilize the space of staff reported suggested shifting a library
the Hunt for providing comsecurity guard to the Hunt in
on the
munity programs including:
the evenings. City Manager
—Partner with a local completion Eric Levitt said the City could
of some
cafe/catering company to prohire an interim security guard
vide administrative staff, daily
until the new fencing goes up.
interim
operations, and revenue to
Councilmember
Ahmad
security
support community programZahra said, “The arts and edumeasures. cation programs in the City are
ming.
—Collaborate with academcrucial and are underfunded
ic institutions and local nonbecause we as a Council have
profits to execute a series of
underfunded them.”
community discussions, lecZahra was referring, in part,
tures, and workshops with an emphasis to 2.5% across-the-board budget cuts in
on literacy, urban agriculture, communi- both last year’s and this year’s budget
ty engagement, education, technology that a Council majority supported but he
and innovation, entrepreneurship, busi- did not support.
ness and workforce development.
Zahra added that there needs to be
—Connect with artists, galleries, more clarity with the Request for
museums, and local art groups to curate Proposals that the City sends out to
exhibitions, festivals, performances, and potential partners, and there needs to be
screenings.
better communication with community
Stein said that the plan is for the Hunt members who have been involved in the
Library operation to be sustainable after process.
a three-to-five-year launch period, but
Mayor Pro Tem Bruce Whitaker said
that their financial model depends on the he had requested for the item to be agenCity providing major building mainte- dized because he was very concerned
nance, groundskeeping, parking lot and about “accelerating and increasing
driveway maintenance, and library serv- destruction of this historic facility.”
ices.
Mayor Jung responded to Zahra’s
Following Stein’s presentation, City statement about budget priorities, sayengineer Stephen Bise gave a presenta- ing, “There are so many priorities in this
tion on current and upcoming building City, it’s important to be measured, to be
improvements to the Hunt which were fair, and allocate the funding accordingfunded by State grants secured by ly across the board.”
Assemblywoman Sharon Quirk-Silva
Councilmember Dunlap made a
and State Senator Josh Newman. Here is motion to approve staff recommendathe proposed renovation plan:
tions to initially pursue an informal
Phase
I—Roof
Replacement: Request for Proposals (RFP) for a
Construction timeline: July 18 to Sept. Tenant/Operator that meets the needs of
21.
the community at the Hunt Library.
Phase II—Sewer and Water Line
This motion passed 4-1 (Zahra “no”).
Replacement. Has been completed.
Zahra said he felt the first step needs to
Phase
III—Building
Repairs. be better communication with groups
Construction anticipated to begin in late like the Ad Hoc committee and commuSeptember and continue through May nity members who have been involved
2023.
in the process.
Phase IV—Security fencing/gates.
The Hunt Library is considered a masConstruction anticipated to begin in late terpiece of the mid-century modern style
September and continue through by one of the premier architects of that
November.
style, William Pereira. It was built in
Phase
V—General
Site 1962 and gifted to the City by industriImprovements. Construction anticipated alist Norton Simon.
for mid-2023.
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The DOWNTOWN Report
by Mike Ritto © 2022

COMING SOON

Days/Nights of Music
Here are some downtown locations where you can find live music. Rather than list
all the websites please just do a search on the name for more info.
• The Olde Ship continues its tradition of live music Friday nights and the first
and third Tuesday of every month, plus you will often hear acoustic rock and blues
on Saturdays. All shows start at 7pm.
• Bourbon Street has acoustic open mic nights on Wednesday from 7 to 10pm.
Be there at 6pm to sign up.
• The Continental Room has live music every week now, so check their site for
updated info.
• The Back Alley has DJs much of the time and has live music on Sundays.
• The Twisted Vine has live music on the first and third Wednesdays of every
month from 6:30 to 8:30pm starting with Marc Gonzales on August 3.
• The Night Owl continues to have music on their outdoor patio, and they also
have an open mic policy. Head over in person to get connected, to sign up to get
more info.
• Joe’s Bar has live music on the third Sunday of every month from 4 to 8pm.
• Ziings Bar has DJs play a mix of goth and dark 80s music Thursday and Bad
Bunny inspired mix of Reggaeton Friday hours are 10pm to 2am.
• The Muckenthaler Cultural Center features Country music with The Moanin’
Frogs saxophone band on August 4. TAKE3 performs pop hits, Americana, oldies,
and more on August 18, and The Orange Empire Chorus performs on August 25.
All performances begin at 7:30pm. (see Calendar section on page 10)
• The Fullerton Downtown Plaza continues a schedule of live music every
Thursday during the Fullerton Market from 6:30 to 8:30pm.
• Summer Concerts In The Park series at The Fullerton Sports Complex at 560
Silver Pine Street is coming up soon. The location is just off Bastanchury between
Harbor and Brea Boulevard, and it all begins Friday August 5 with Gypsy Dreams.
A tribute to Fleetwood Mac by Stone Soul will be on August 12; they are a classic
soul and Motown tribute band. August 19 is Bubba & The Big Bad Blues. All shows
are also from 6:30 to 8:30pm. Bring your own picnic blanket or chair.

The long wait is over. Kalaveras Inc. posted a public notice of application for
ownership change at the former Slidebar location at 120 E Commonwealth a while
back. Some of you will recall The Hub and The Reagan Years before they became
The Slidebar, one of the few places left downtown for live music. The new restaurant will feature Mexican cuisine and the comments so far have been positive from
those who have eaten at their other locations including nearby Whittier and Chino
Hills. They will soon also have a new location in Orange. Welcome to our downtown, we’ll keep an eye on the place and let everyone know when the opening happens. Not sure about any live music yet but bright colors and music will be in the
mix and even some Cumbia music will be on the playlist. Wow.

NEW in Town
Huge news concerning what many of
you know as the Williams Company
building, and we have heard the upstairs
is in the development stage to become a
spectacular addition to our downtown;
details to come.
In addition to Kalaveras, work has
begun and Milk and Cookies is arriving
soon next to Let it Brie at the former
Roadkill
location,
119
E
Commonwealth. BTW, the barbershop
next door has moved to 112 North

Harbor. Seemed like CHA20 was
always busy yet All About Pho is taking
over their location on the southeast corner of Harbor and Chapman.
Construction of Hope House is moving right along. As mentioned in the
April 13 edition of The Observer, this
multi family residence will house 16 to
20 survivors of domestic violence for up
to 24 months, at no cost. We Love
Fullerton, always lending a helping
hand.

Photo Quiz Returns
Send answer to Mike at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

We wonder if you know where this is?

Make a new plan, Stan
Hop on the bus, Gus
Having a mom who grew up in San Francisco meant we rode public transportation
when we visited the City, and she continued to do so even when moving to Southern
California, but most Fullerton residents have no clue. There was an info tent at our
Transportation Center and it’s pretty simple. OCTA has a site with a trip planner so
you can find the route you need, check the schedules, and pay in advance. If not,
you can buy a ticket on the bus or use their mobile app. I walked on, inserted a dollar
bill in the machine just inside the door, and made it to the Thursday Fullerton
Market in less than 5 minutes on Route 26, Commonwealth Ave. Even with gas
prices dropping it’s worth checking out.
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CROSSWORD & SPORTS

FAST swimmer in top 15 twice
at world championship photo & report by Leslie Brown
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OUR ...STOWN
CROSSWORD © 2022
!" by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)
"AND

CENE

Simon Lamar from the Fullerton
Aquatic Sports Team (FAST) placed
12th in the 25-kilometer (15.53 miles)
open water race at the 2022 FINA World
Championships in Budapest, Hungary.
He was the top American in the field
with a time of 5 hours, 6 minutes, and 13
seconds.
Three days earlier, Simon finished
15th in the 5-kilometer open water
event. Lamar was competing in his second World Championship after his first
appearance in 2017. He also competed
in two previous Junior World
Championships when he was 14 and 16
years old.
Simon swims at Harvard University
and learned how to swim at the FAST
Simon Lamar at World
Swim School which is located at the
Championships
Janet Evans Swim Complex in
Independence Park.
Information on summer learn-to-swim programs, which FAST runs in partnership with the City of Fullerton is available at www.fastswimming.net.

Learn about Black History visit:

NAACP Orange County Branch: naacp-oc.org
OC Human Relations Civil Rights History:
www.ochumanrelations.org/about/occivilrightshistory

City Plaza Market

Farmers Market

THURSDAYS
• 4:30-8:30pm City Market
Delicious food & live music to enjoy.
Fullerton Museum Plaza 125 E. Wilshire Ave

EVERY WEDNESDAY
•8:30am-12:30pm: Fullerton’s
Certified Farmers Market
Shop for farm fresh organic
fruit, vegetables, food vendors &
more.
Fullerton Community Center
340 W Commonwealth Ave
Support local farmers!
No farmers . . . No food!

LIVE MUSIC
August 4 ––––DEKE DICKERSON
August 11 –––SUPERLARK
August 18 –––THE BELAIRS
August 25 –––THE ACTORS

Community Invited to Celebrate
National Night Out with Fullerton Police
Fullerton Police will host the community at the annual National Night Out
Celebration on Tuesday, August 2 from 5pm to 7pm at the Downtown
Fullerton Plaza. There will be hot dogs, K9-unit, SWAT, emergency vehicles,
music and more. 125 E Wilshire Ave, Fullerton.

ACROSS
1. Chucky, for one
5. "High ___ kite"
8. "Good grief!"
13. Morales of "Ozark"
14. Los Angeles mayoral hopeful,
with 20-Across
16. Inflict, as havoc
17. *Pita Hot offering
20. See 14-Across
21. Calif. neighbor
22. Bubbly name
23. Alaskan seaport
26. Bust's counterpart
28. *Sprain support
34. Jazz man Brubeck
35. When repeated, a dance
36. Dental care brand
38. Bill ___, the Science Guy
39. Happen again
42. Fr. title

43. ___-visual club
45. "Days of ___ Lives"
46. Bob Hoskins's role in "Hook"
47. *Colorful neckwear
51. Formally surrender
52. Plaintiff
53. Alternative to plastic
56. Texter's "Beats me"
58. Bit of Gothic architecture
62. Play opener
63. "We're done!" on a film set, and
what can be said about the answers to
the starred clues
66. It's about a foot
67. Margarine
68. "Good one!"
69. Material problem
70. Look after
71. Oxen's harness

DOWN
1. It's cut before dealing
2. Workplace safety org.
3. Lion's den
4. Olivia Rodrigo hit "drivers ___"
5. Former Japanese prime minister
assassinated in July 2022
6. ___ Diego
7. Org.
8. "Gross!"
9. Syntax
10. Dynamic start
11. Judi Dench's title
12. 32-card game
15. Popular cat food brand
18. Shoelace problem
19. Calling company?
24. Rodents
25. Sound rebound
27. Skunk's defense
28. Poet ___ St. Vincent Millay
29. Easy basket
30. Estee Lauder subsidiary

31. Breakfast strip
32. Kind of ray
33. Bugs bugs him
37. Strengthen, with "up"
39. Memorization method
40. Pool necessities
41. Language of Pakistan
44. More irritating
46. Too thin
48. Revise
49. Frank's ___ (popular sauce)
50. Nintendo rival
53. It's signed after an accident
54. Long (for)
55. Greek promenade
57. Curly cabbage
59. Get-up-and-go
60. Deficiency
61. Fencing sword
64. Half a score ... or a perfect score
65. Turf

REACH LOCAL CUSTOMERS WHEN YOU ADVERTISE
WITH THE FULLERTON OBSERVER.
WE REACH 10,000 HOUSEHOLDS,
69,000 IMPRESSIONS MONTHLY ON OUR WEBSITE,
5K MONTHLY ON SOCIAL MEDIA.
IN HOUSE AD CREATION INCLUDED.

SEE MORE AT WWW.FULLERTONOBSERVER.COM
AND CLICK ADVERTISE.
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EDUCATION

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno

Regular Sessions are held at 6 pm monthly in the
Ed Center Board Rm, 1051 West Bastanchury Road, Fullerton,
For agenda go to: www.fjuhsd.org or call (714) 870-2800

July 26 FJUHSD Board Meeting
Despite
increasing
community
COVID positive numbers, there was no
mention of future mitigation measures if
cases continue to rise.
There were no school reports and both
teacher union FSTO President Angie
Cencak and support staff union CSEA
President Joe Sliker reported on teacher
conferences focusing on mental health
issues and support staff performing regular school site deep cleaning and overdue maintenance projects done while
students are away from campuses on
break.
Administration Contract
Compensation
Board President Klatzker complied
with State mandated transparency laws

by reciting recently negotiated District
compensation packages for the District
superintendent and cabinet members.
Superintendent Dr. Steve McLaughlin’s
contract was extended for four years
with a 2.5% raise every two years with a
base salary of $316,452. Assistant
Superintendent of Human Resources Dr.
Ed Atkinson, Assistant Superintendent
of Education and Assessment Dr. Sylvia
Kaufman, and Assistant of Business
Services Dr. Ruben Hernandez each had
their contracts extended three years at a
base yearly salary of $226,028 with
Kaufman and Atkinson receiving additional compensation of a little over
$13,000 for longevity and education
stipends. Executive Director of Student

SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman

Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm,
2nd & 4th Tues of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W Valencia Dr, Fullerton
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call (714) 447-7400

July 26 Board Meeting
Congratulations:

Commonwealth Elementary School
has been scheduled to have a new mural
on the school done by a company named
Robots & Rainbows.
Twelve schools in the district qualify
for the State's Platinum Level, which is
more than any other school district in the
State.

New Principals:

Ms. Julie Lucas will be the new principal at Fern Drive School. Jose Varela
will be the new principal at Nicolas
Junior High School. Julie Brandon has
been appointed the Director of Special
Education.

School Safety:

Dr. Chad Hammitt, the Associate
Superintendent of HR, introduced Lori
Bruno who will be the new Director of
Risk Management for FSD and will be
developing a safety plan for the upcoming year. Already, certain safety features
have been implemented in the schools
and District buildings, such as providing
for a single point of entry during the
school day, improved fencing for
schools, doors being locked during the
school day, window coverings so stu-

dents and/or staff are not visible during
the day, and security cameras. The
Fullerton Police Department is working
with the District in site assessments and
safety evaluations.
The District is required to do regular
drills in all the schools every month. A
new website for parents to use is being
developed.
The District is also looking at the creation of a Community Engagement
Center. This will be a place where students and community can be safe; it will
be opened by 2024. Safety training will
be provided for students, staff, and
school volunteers.

Social Emotional Learning
(SEL): All students will be introduced

to a special training program dealing
with self-management and SEL in the
classroom. The focus is on self-management by the student. Special Education
students are also included in the available training.
Golden Hill School has changed its
name to Golden Hill Elementary School
for Creative and Performing Arts.
The My Connect Academy program
that provides homeschooling instruction
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Services Dr. Karl Zener was also
extended three years with a total yearly
compensation package of $210,373
including longevity and stipends.
The trustees unanimously approved the
compensation agreements without comment.
School Resource Officer Agreements
The trustees approved without comment contracts for School Resource
Officers (SROs) for Buena Park High
School, Fullerton Union High School,
Sunny Hills High School, and one
shared SRO for Troy /La Vista/ La
Sierra High Schools for $635,303. The
SRO contract for La Habra High School
and Sonora High School will occur later
this year. The District contracts with
three separate cities for officers and each
contract is a bit different due to different
city police training and negotiated pay.
The District provides 2/3 of an officer’s
pay and requires additional training to
serve on a school campus in multiple
capacities, which range from emergency
medical assistance, de-escalation, and
investigation support for student and
staff interactions, to protection and safe-

ty training and prevention.
The District does not control the supplemental officer training, which is
referred to as “Cultural Diversity and
Discrimination” training or “Ground
Tactical Arrest Control” training, provided by the California Peace Officer
Standards and Training (POST).
Officers are answerable to their respective police departments, not the school
district, and until recently received little
scrutiny. I spoke with Executive
Director Dr. Karl Zener. He informed
me that Director of Pupil Services Allen
Whitten has changed the previous culture by meeting with all district SROs,
their supervisors and site administration
representatives twice last year to share
information and fine-tune goals.The
meetings are an ongoing endeavor.
The pandemic and distance learning
environments highlighted issues concerning mental health, student and staff
relationships, and feeling secure in the
school environment.
Next regularly scheduled FJUHSD
Board meeting is August 9 at 6pm.

for Fullerton elementary students has
received approval from the District and
State for the years 2022, 2023, and
2024.
FSD's Dream Catchers students will
be featured at various movie theaters in

the area. The movie campaign will highlight FSD's Dream Big Initiative
through
marketing
at
the
AMC/Fullerton, Regal in Brea, and
Yorba Linda theaters from December
2022 through March 2023.

June 21 Board Meeting
District Pivot Award: Fisler School
was named a 2022 California Pivotal
Program (CAPP) Award recipient by the
California Dept of Education. Fullerton
School District (FSD) is one of 15
Districts in OC given this new State
award. Statewide, only 21 school districts were recognized with this award.

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion
(DEI) Presentation: Ms. Danilla

Nava described how FSD qualified for
State funding called "supplemental and
concentration grants" to Districts based
on the enrollment of high need students,
i.e. foster youth, English learners, and
low-income students.
DEI is applied throughout the District
as well as Response to Intervention
(RTI). These are two programs used to
coach management, teachers, and rest of
staff to cultivate diversity.
Languages: FSD is partnering with
Advantage Communications to provide
expertise in Spanish and Korean languages.

National School of Excellence
Awards (NSEA): Three District

schools received NSEA. Bronze Award
went to Acacia Elementary, Rolling
Hills, and Raymond; Silver Award
went to Orangethorpe, and Gold Award
went to Beechwood.
Mural at Valencia Park: Soon,
Valencia Park School will have a beautiful mural at the school's entrance painted by Operation Clean Slate.

Board Approved:

• Renewed agreement with OC School
Districts for Student Transportation
Services.
• New agreement between FSD and
the OC Superintendent of Schools to
provide Preschool Guided Language
Acquisition Design (GLAD) Training
Services for all FSD preschool and tran-

sitional
Kindergarten
Teachers.
Preschool GLAD consists of 2 parts: 1)
Theoretical and research-based training
and 2) Teachers attend four days of
demonstration training to observe the
model and strategies being demonstrated during regular preschool classroom
schedule. The goal is to have all students
enrolled in a bilingual program and be
proficient in English.
• Currently there are 17 Speech &
Debate Programs in the District. Speech
& Debate increases students’ ability to
think, listen critically, articulate
thoughts confidently and persuasively,
and increase problem-solving abilities.
• Renewed contract agreement with
Mind Institute for Spatial Temporal (ST)
Math. ST Math is a visual platform
where students become better equipped
to tackle complex math problems, recognize patterns, and build conceptual
understanding.
• FSD is renewing the Education
Consulting Agreement between FSD
and the North Orange Community
College District to provide college
courses for 7th and 8th graders.
• State funds will be provided to operate these preschools for staffing, materials, and supplies. Richman and Valencia
Park schools will be offering a full day
preschool program. Programs are also at
Commonwealth, Hermosa Drive,
Maple, Orangethorpe, Pacific Drive,
Richman, Valencia Park, and Woodcrest
Schools.
• Adopt proposed Local Control &
Accountability Plan (LCAP). The LCAP
provides guidance for developing the
District's budget.
The District has also received an
Inclusive Early Education Expansion
Program grant. It will focus on children
with moderate disabilities.

Listen to Observing Fullerton Podcast
You can sponsor Observing Fullerton podcast:

All proceeds support Student Intern/Volunteers.
Contact Urooj Naveed or Adrian Meza
at fullertonobserver@gmail.com
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Teen Observer by Francine, 10th grade
New School Year, New Bell Schedule
California Bill 328 Takes Effect
This School Year
As we wrap up our two-month summer break, a new bell schedule awaits us
when we return to school this fall.
Middle schools and high schools are to
“begin no earlier than 8am and 8:30am,”
respectively, as mandated by California
Senate Bill 328 (https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?b
ill_id=201920200SB328) This means
Fullerton’s middle and high schools will
start around 30 minutes later this 202223 school year.
Last year as a sophomore, I had a zero
period, which is one hour earlier than
the regular 8am start time, because I
took an optional elective class. I had to
wake up at 6am every day so I could get
to class before the 6:55am bell. Waking
up at such an early time was hard to get
accustomed to and it only got harder
when my day extended to the late-nighthomework-grind. The new bill may not
apply to zero periods, but I am still glad
that this year’s zero period was moved
30 minutes later to 7:30am. I’m already
grateful for the 30 more minutes of sleep
time. I feel motivated to fix my sleeping
schedule so that I can gain more hours of
sleep. I wondered how other students
feel about this change, so I gathered a

group of 11 high school students (AKA
my besties) to gain insight on their sleep
times on school days and their point of
view about the new bell schedule.
Not surprisingly, they are aware of the
new law effective this 2022 school year
because we were all notified before the
end of last school year. Six out of 11,
though, do not really care about this
change. They do not think they will get
more sleep because they are already
accustomed to sleeping late, and it
seems they will have a hard time breaking the habit. As a matter of fact, seven
out of 11 only get four to six hours of
sleep on school days and they all attribute this to doing homework or studying
for tests. Surprisingly, seven students
added that stress/anxiety also robs them
of getting enough sleep at night. The
night owls typically fall sleep around
1am and the rest around 11pm when
there is not a lot of homework.
However, as homework builds up and
exams pour in, they sleep much later.
Even without admitting it, the extra 30
minutes in the morning this school year
would easily be used to get more sleep.
So, whether students care about the law
or not, we will benefit from the late start.

Viewpoint by Irene, 10th grade
Eat the Rich
When celebrity jet tracking account,
@CelebJets, took to Twitter with news
of Kylie Jenner’s recent flight history,
netizens were beyond furious over the
multi-millionaire’s striking indifference
to climate action. Traveling from
Camarillo, CA, to Van Nuys, CA, a trip
that would typically take just 45 minutes
by car, Jenner instead traveled aboard
her private aviation for a total of 17 minutes. For clarification, a 2021 report by
the European Federation for Transport
and Environment found that private jets
contribute to 5-14 times more pollution
than commercial aviation. To make matters worse, just a few days prior to this
Internet outrage, a CBS2 investigation
revealed that for four months, sister
Kourtney Kardashian had allegedly consumed over 245% of her water budget
despite California’s severe drought and
city regulations. But the disturbing truth
lies in the fact that the KardashianJenners are just a tiny fraction of the
world’s unhinged multi-millionaires and
billionaires who are willing to risk the
Earth for indulging their lifestyles.
According to the 2022 World
Inequality Report, the bottom 50% of

the world’s population
contributed to 16% of
the share in emissions
growth between 1990 and 2019, whereas the top 1% contributed 21% to emission increases. Countless statistics and
studies prove that ethical billionaires
simply do not exist. While the rich continue to exploit their surrounding
resources, including human labor and
Earth’s natural habitats, the rest of the
world is left to suffer the financial and
environmental fallout of their lavish
spending habits.
From climate change legislation to
carbon taxes that target the richest population, our government must hold these
corrupt politicians, corporations, businesspersons, and celebrities accountable. After all, their greed causes devastating consequences that no measure of
money can ever reverse.
This is our wake-up call — an alarming reminder that the world’s top 1%
will do anything for their convenience,
even at the expense of our priceless
Earth. And so, it begs the question, what
is the limit to your indulgence?

FRANCINE VUDOTI
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Book Review by Katie, 10th grade
Ninth House by Leigh Bardugo
512 PAGES • AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
4/5 STARS
Ninth House follows Alex Stern, a
high school drop-out and the sole survivor of a multiple homicide. When she
is given a full ride scholarship to Yale,
she begins to wonder what the reasons
are behind the offer. This is a fantasyhorror story that incorporates ghosts of
the dead, secret societies, a murder, and
occult activity into a wonder of a novel.
To say this is a fast-paced read would
be an overstatement. The first 200 pages
are very slow, and this story takes its
sweet time constructing an intricate system of communing with the dead and
differentiating the many secret societies
built into Yale’s history. For most of the
book, the story moves along in a way
that leaves you craving for more, dropping morsels of clues and slowly allowing you to faintly discern the full picture. There is always the sense that
something is being withheld on purpose,
but you are unable to put your finger on
what it is. It is not until the very end
where everything unravels and falls into

place, though that part was only momentarily satisfying. It ends up leaving us
with more questions than answers, and I
suppose that is what the sequel will be
for.
The world of Ninth House is dark and
gritty, yet the characters we are introduced to somehow manage to survive
everything that is thrown at them. They
are easy to root for and pose as scintillating examples of multifaceted fictional
characters.
I am in love with anything that combines the mundane and the magical, and
Ninth House blended the two seamlessly. The author slices the veil between
reality and fantasy, opening our eyes to
a whole new world that underlies our
own. On that note, you can find me
eagerly anticipating the sequel—never
have I been so invested in a book that
has not been released yet.
Note: This is extremely dark, and I
strongly advise looking over trigger
warnings before reading.

FEATURED PET by Rosie, 5th grade
Meet
Dorothy
Say hello to Dorothy, an expert naptaker, and champion snoozer. Lovable,
adorable, and sweet, this eight-year-old
female Pit Bull will make an excellent
companion for whoever is lucky enough
to adopt her. Dorothy’s idea of a perfect
day is (a) going on a nice, laid-back
stroll, (b) spending time being idolized
by friends and family, (c) spying on people from under a shady tree, and (d) taking a nice long, noon ‘cat nap’ before
dinner. Her foster mom’s experience
with her was nothing short of a deluxe
ice-cream sundae with a large cherry on
top. Although she is already eight years
old, this canine is young at heart (and
that’s what really matters) and loves to
show it. She does have some minor sen-

ior-related medical issues and arthritis,
but that doesn’t stop her from being a
(Clifford-sized) puppy. Dorothy wants a
home that will spoil her like a princess.
Visit www.ocpetinfo.com or call (714)
935-6848 to schedule an appointment
today.
ANIMAL ID#: A1745083

Comic Zone by Erin, 7th grade
OUR TOWN, OUR HISTORY
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REVIEW & SHOWS

HITS &
MISSES

At the Maverick Theater

by Joyce Mason © 2022

110 E. Walnut, Fullerton
(714) 526-7070
To buy tickets: mavericktheater.com
Show: Fri and Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 6pm
$30 gen & $10 for students w/ID.

ELVIS: Two Hit
Never known for subtlety, director Baz
Luhrmann creates a movie that revels in
his over-the-top style of moviemaking.
Combining the sexiness of jazz with the
intensity of Black Pentecostal movements, the director shows us the influences that helped form the sounds and
the body language of Elvis Presley, who
would become a twentieth-century phenomenon. In fact, the credits remind us
that even today Presley remains the
highest-selling individual artist in
recording history.
Starting with his boyhood in Tupelo,
Mississippi and later in Memphis, we
see a young boy very attached to his
mother, Gladys (Helen Thomson), and
relating less to his father, Vernon
(Richard Roxburgh). As a young man,
Elvis (played impeccably by Austin
Butler) works as a truck driver but carries a guitar with him so he can perform
at county fairs. It is then that he is discovered by Col. Tom Parker (Tom
Hanks with prosthetics), who recognizes
Elvis’s talent to connect with audiences
but also his youthful naivete.
Parker easily persuades Presley to hire
him as his agent and manager. At one of
his first stage performances, Presley
appears dressed in a flashy pink suit
with a lock of dark hair dangling on his
forehead. The men in the audience yell
homophobic slurs at him until they gradually notice that the women, including
their own dates, are calling out with the
enthusiasm of sexual attraction. Butler
captures to perfection the sensuality of
Presley’s on-stage movements.
It is difficult for movie audiences
today to realize that the performer they
are watching on screen is not the real
Elvis Presley. Butler has perfected the
swiveling hips and the pelvic thrusts as
well as Presley’s rare ability to combine
sexiness and vulnerability. However,
through a skillful remixing of Elvis
Presley’s actual recordings, it is the real
Elvis’s voice that we hear in the film.
Much of the movie is narrated by
Parker, who can easily be seen as an
avaricious manager eager to make his
fortune off the talent of a young artist.
Yet there is a symbiotic relationship
between the older and the younger man,
especially noticeable after the death of
Presley’s mother. Vernon encourages
Elvis to transfer to Parker some of the
neediness that he had expressed with his
mother.
This biopic does depict most of the
events of Presley’s life. He is drafted
into the Army and sent to Germany

• August 12 to September 3 King Kong
An original Maverick Theater stage
adaptation of the 1933 film by Merian C.
Cooper. The play is based on the Delos
W. Lovelace novel, which is the same
storyline and dialogue from the original
film with only minor changes and additions. The overall show will have a
lighthearted tongue-in-cheek feel but all
the characters will be played as honest
and true to the original, even the man in
the monkey suit.

AUGUST 2022
At The Muckenthaler

1201 W Malvern Ave, Fullerton
714-738-6595 info@themuck.org $30
general, $20 student, $15 member

• Aug 4

7:30 – 9:30 pm

The Moanin' Frogs

These six saxophonists take the listener on a voyage through time and across
the world. A wide variety of music, with
something for everyone.
________________________________
• Aug 11 7:30 – 9:30 pm

Circus Nonsense

Join award-winning Circus Nonsense as
they create a new realm where they can
find the magic in everyday objects and
the ordinary becomes extraordinary.
________________________________
• Aug 18 7:30 – 9:30 pm Take3
With a flair for the wild and unexpected, the genre-defying trio brings the
refinement of a rigorous classical music
background and infuses it with rock-star
charisma.
________________________________
• Aug 25 7:30 – 9:30 pm

Orange Empire Chorus

where he meets and falls in love with an
Army Captain’s daughter, Priscilla
(Olivia De Jonge). They marry and have
a daughter, Lisa Marie. After his discharge from the army, Presley’s career
resumes as we see him perform the
famous “Heartbreak Hotel.” An interesting jam session with a lead guitarist and
a bass player evolves into a new rendition of the popular “That’s All Right,
Mama.”
Presley’s famous appearance on the
Milton Berle show in 1956 shows him
singing his already popular “Hound
Dog” to a real on-stage canine. Later, he
appeared frequently on the Ed Sullivan
show. Parker talks Presley into moving
west and making movies. None of the
films was memorable but all were popular with his fans, especially Blue
Hawaii. But Presley’s fame became a
staple with his performances at the
International Hotel in Las Vegas, where
he had a thirty-piece band and the Sweet
Inspirations as back-up singers.
Presley’s marriage does not survive his
all-encompassing career, his many
affairs, and his increasingly problematic
drug and alcohol use. But the film does
not carry us to the end of his life, which
we are told occurred in 1977 when
Presley died of a heart attack at age 42.
What Luhrmann does succeed in depicting in this film is the all-consuming and
addictive power of nightly performances
before adoring audiences. The adulation
of strangers cheering on a performer is
as powerful as a drug and it has been
said that Elvis was most truly himself
when in front of an audience.
Elvis can be seen in theaters only.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

This performance combines old standards, contemporary tunes and comedy
songs all sung in the four-part barbershop style.
________________________________

IN THE
GALLERY

• Sept 9 to Sept 24 Plan 9 from Outer
Space With its incoherent plot, jawdroppingly odd dialogue, inept acting,
threadbare production design, and special effects so shoddy that they border on
the surreal, Plan 9 From Outer Space
has often been called the worst movie
ever made. But it's an oddly endearing
disaster; boasting genuine enthusiasm
and undeniable charm, it is the work of
people who loved movies and loved
making them, even if they displayed little visible talent.

• July 21-Sept 18:

U N D E R
PRESSURE: New

Works by Bret
Price $5 Muck
Curator Lisa M.
Berman
says,
“It’s rare that a
sculptor can conceive and create such
dynamic artwork eloquently in such a
wide range of scale and texture. Bret
Price delivers every time.”
Mon-Fri: 10am-5pm / Sat & Sun:
11:30am-4:30pm

AUGUST 2022

I Saw it in the Observer Calendar
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Above left to right: Artists Corliss and John Lemieux Rose, Teri Brudnak, Lisa M. Berman holding a cake purse created
by Sherri Madison (who is not in photo), Greg Orloff, and Swinda Reichelt. On right from top down: Metal wings by
Madison were amazing with high craftmanship and intricate details, Reichelt’s masterfully Re-Designed clothing, “The
Cardboard Queen” had fantastic cardboard purses. PHOTOS COURTESY OF LISA BERMAN

Artist Panel at Wearable Art Show by Sara Kil
Renowned gallerist and wearable art visionary Lisa M.
Berman invited award-winning artists to an in-person artist
pop-up sale and panel to discuss their creative work at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center on July 16. The stellar cast of
panelists included 2Roses (husband and wife, Corliss and
John Lemieux Rose), Teri Brudnak, Swinda Reichelt, Greg
Orloff, Emma Trask, and Sherri Madison.
Wearable art is a term often used to describe accessories and
clothing designed and individually made by hand to express
its creator's unique aesthetics and make an artistic statement.
The pop-up sale featured work by Teri Brudnak, Bridget
Parlato, The Vigneri's, Marc Cohen, 2Roses, Greg Orloff,
Swinda Reichelt, Sherri Madison -The Cardboard Queen
(HBO show), and Emma Trask, Founder of Chrysalis Lab

(stylist to Carrie Underwood). Painter Deborah Paswaters’
Gorgeous Goddess diptych painting was also on view and for
sale.
Each artist wants to communicate to us through the creativity in their artwork. There is more than meets the eye. Letting
us go on the journey with them is a gift of storytelling at its
finest. When you lay your eyes on such beautiful craftsmanship, it's inspiring. Wearable art is moveable art. It's walkable
art. It's living and breathing art. It's powerful. It's timeless. It
draws attention to itself, and we gravitate toward it.
To learn more about the panelists and curator follow these
links: 2roses.com, teribrudnak.com, sherrimadison.com,
sculpturetowear.com, gregorloff.com, and swindadesigns.com

Summer Concerts In The Park
• Friday, August 5, 12, & 19 6:30 to 8:30pm FREE at Fullerton Sports
Complex at 560 Silver Pine St. Featured bands: • Gypsy Dreams (A tribute
to Fleetwood Mac) • Stone Soul (classic soul and Motown) • Bubba & The
Big Bad Blues Bring your own picnic blanket or chair.
At The Arboretum

1900 Associated Rd. Fullerton
Reserve a seat by contacting (657) 278-4681 or email: mimacias@fullerton.edu
visit: www.fullertonarboretum.org
• Saturday, August 27 9 to 11am Beginning Bonsai $25
Learn the history, care, and maintenance of bonsai, registration includes potted
tree. Bonsai is the Japanese art of growing and training miniature trees in pots,
developed from the traditional Chinese art form of penjing.
• Tue, August 16 and September 20, 6:30 to 8pm After-hours Summer Stroll!
$10. The Friends of the Fullerton Arboretum are hosting complimentary refreshments (non-alcoholic) and live music by students from CSUF School of Music.
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Awareness

by Jo Ann Brannock, Ph.D. © 2022

FENTANYL:
A Dangerous Killer Drug (Part IV)
We are a pill society, taking a pill for families who have lost a loved one does
everything from headaches to muscle make an impression on all who experiaches, pain, joy, sleep, weight control, ence these presentations. Currently,
and stress. Illicit drugs fit into our cul- Thomas and others are reviewing and
ture because people want the immediate updating the program with the possibiliescape from painful experiences and ty of educating younger students than
isolation with the easy fix of temporary sixth grade.
pleasure.
Community support is also important.
HOW CAN WE PROTECT OUR KIDS?
When I was teaching at Chapman
While fentanyl poisoning is a concern, University, a group of students
we must also consider measures to pre- approached me to be their adviser for a
vent the use of drugs. Since drug addic- club they had formed, called Born to
tion is a disease, we should not criminal- Win. Members of this group had been
ize the users as this is an act against one- addicted to drugs and were sober and
self, not society.
wanted to stay drug free. Through this
With each presidential administration, community of support and creativity
the U.S. has tried a variety of techniques they were able to stay away from drugs.
to curb drug use. In 1971, Richard
Prevention through the Mental Health
Nixon launched the “War on Drugs.” In Recovery Projects for the education of
the late 80s, the Reagans’ phrase of “Just both youth and parents are available.
Say No” combined with harsher penal- These are projects that divert students
ties for drug crimes. And in 1994, Bill toward healthy behavior and away from
Clinton had the “three strikes law,” drugs and the possibility of fentanyl poiwhich resulted in crowded prison condi- soning.
tions. None of these were very
Neurology students at the
effective.
University
of
Southern
At schools in the 1980s,
California (USC) distributed
“scared straight” techniques
Education kits that contained strips to test
were used to frighten kids to
for fentanyl. They also
is our
not take drugs. Today, those
stressed only to buy from a
greatest
scare techniques do not work
trusted source and to have
defense
because most kids do not feel
someone around to know what
that it can happen to them.
was taken and how much.
against
I interviewed Don Miller,
Some people might oppose
these
D.Ph.,
pharmacist
at
this approach, but with the
deaths.
Providence St. Jude Medical
reality that some college stuCenter, about fentanyl. He has
dents are going to occasionally
seen people die because of
use, the idea is to let us test for
fentanyl and thinks it is a huge problem. fentanyl and be safe.
It is 50 times stronger than morphine
Lastly, let us be prepared to recognize
and is cheap and easy to make. a drug overdose and know what to do
“Fentanyl is an epidemic,” he said. about it. Education is our greatest
Miller speaks about drugs to students at defense against these deaths. The folelementary schools with the belief that lowing are suggestions from the publieducation at all levels is the best method cation Center for Drug Control (CDC):
to help kids avoid drugs.
Know the symptoms: Cold, clammy,
Randy Thomas, M.A. in educational and or discolored skin/bluish or purcounseling, is the coordinator of plish, which is due to deficient oxygenaInstructional
Support/Counseling tion of the blood/cyanosis; falling asleep
Services. He supervises 103 counselors or losing consciousness; small, conwith 52,000 students in the Corona- stricted, pinpoint pupils; slow, weak resNorco Unified School District. The dis- piration, or no breathing; choking or
trict has collaborated with District gurgling sounds; and limp body.
Attorneys Gerald Pfohl of the Corona
What to do: Call 911. If they are
Police Department, and August Sage, of sleeping or unconscious, move them
the
Riverside
County
Sheriff into a recovery position where you place
Department to present town hall meet- them on their side to prevent choking.
ings concerning the danger of fentanyl. Bend their knees, as in the fetal position
This program, started in the Fall 2021, and rest their head on top of the arm
has been held in city centers and schools closest to the floor.
to educate parents, families, the commuFree doses of Narcan or naloxone
nity, and sixth graders through high (opioid antidote) are available at
school students about fentanyl.
Community Health Services or the
During these meetings people have National Institute on Drug Abuse
shared their experiences and videos are (NIDA).
shown portraying families who have lost
Mental Health and Recovery Services
a child by fentanyl poisoning, two of has prevention projects and can be conwhom are teachers in his district. tacted at 1-855-886-5400 and viewed at
Witnessing the void and sorrow with https://youtu.be/DorwGkSV41M.

PHOTO BY GASTON CASTELLANOS

Local Youth Hold Protest
for Abortion Rights by Esha Salman
With the recent overturning of Roe v.
Wade, the landmark Supreme Court
decision that granted women the right to
safe and accessible abortions, citizens of
Fullerton protested in front of City Hall
on July 16 to express their anger over
this ruling. The organization Melanated
Youth, founded by high schoolers Ahsha
Jones and Chloe Serrano, organized this
protest in an effort to empower residents
to express their outrage over the
Supreme Court’s decision.
The protesters took to the streets and
held up hand-made signs that expressed
their views on the abrogation of abortion
access. People from many different
backgrounds and ages were present.
Drivers honked their car horns in support. Powerful slogans were broadcasted
through megaphones, such as “Bans Off
Our Bodies,” and “They Say No Choice,
We Say Pro-Choice.” The first 40 minutes were spent chanting into the streets
and raising the collective voices of the
pro-choice community.
Serrano shared her thoughts on the
overruling of this decision. “My first
response was that I was miserable and
very shocked. Before the overturning, I
was cynical of the government, but I
also had a lot more naivete and trust. I
definitely feel like my rights are not
secure nor safe.”
Jones said, “This issue goes beyond
just abortions. Black and indigenous
people who have uteruses are the ones
most likely to be affected. I’m not
shocked because this was bound to happen with the people we have in office.”
Jones discussed what measures must
be taken to enact change and help grant
safety and accessibility for all people
seeking an abortion. “We need to build
community in order to bring change.

There are so many ways to build community, not only just protesting, but
building mutual aid and raising funds so
that we can use them to help people outside the State. In California, we’re very
privileged to have the access of abortion, but that doesn’t mean that it’s
accessible to all people. I hope people
know that even though protesting is how
we’ve seen most reactions to Roe v.
Wade, there are different causes and
micro-level things you can do at home.”
The protest came to a close with powerful speeches delivered by Serrano and
Jones. They shared other issues that are
coming into question in the Supreme
Court, such as the potential for contraceptives and same-sex marriages being
banned. They shared the consequences
this will have for disadvantaged women
who do not have access to safe abortions
due to living in subpar conditions or in a
trigger-ban state.
Although the conclusion of this decision has been severely disheartening for
women all over the United States, both
Serrano and Jones said it is important for
us to do anything we can to help those
women who do not have proper access
to medical facilities that perform abortions.
Melanated Youth coordinated with
other organizations that offered
resources for attendees who want more
information on this issue and tell how to
contribute to their community. These
organizations include the following that
can be found on instagram:
• Access Inclusion Advancement
• Pots4Abortion
• Students for a Democratic Society
USC
• Closing the Gap
• Students for Quality Education

Mental Health Law Continued from front page
into law in 2021 by a bipartisan vote.
What this bill does is requires HMOs
and all other health care insurance companies to provide mental health and substance abuse disorder therapy sessions
as well as inpatient or outpatient treatment within two weeks of having their
intake submitted.
FILING A COMPLAINT: If your health
care plan is Medi-Cal you can request an
independent review by going online or
by calling (855) 795-0634. You can also
call your health care service line to find
out which agency your health care
belongs to. If it is the Department of
Managed Health Care, you can request
an independent review by calling (888)
466-2219
or
logging
on
to

HealthHelp.ca.gov. If your regulator is
the California Department of Insurance,
you can call (800) 927-4357.

988 SUICIDE & CRISIS LIFELINE:

Need immediate counseling? Starting
July 16, the three-digit dial code for suicide and crisis lifeline became available.
The 988 phone number is a crisis hotline
call center providing access 24/7 to a
live agent. This service is free of charge
for anyone in need of support while
going through thoughts of suicide, emotional distress, as well as a substance use
crisis.
Questions about 988?
Email all questions to
988Team@samhsa.hhs.gov.
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Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2022

Letter to Jon Dobrer:
In Jon Dobrer’s recent Op-Ed, he
tended to mislead his readers by going
ballistic regarding the recent Roe v.
Wade ruling. He railed against the six
Justices who rendered the 6-3 decision
to turn the abortion issue over to the
states where it belongs. All they did was
remove abortion from the judiciary, and
hand it to governors and state legislatures, who are elected by the voters of
each state.
It’s not the end of the world and the
sky isn’t falling, Jon. This complex issue
has been interpreted differently not only
at the federal level, but at the state and
local levels as well. For fifty years,
women, along with their doctors and
spiritual counselors, had to wrestle with
the issue for a variety of reasons.

Right from the get-go, the Roe opinion
was not well thought out, and it might
even have been unconstitutional. The
Feds already have fingers in too many
pies, so one less intrusion is better for
the country.
Dobrer should have been lambasting
the left-wing folks who attack the adoption agencies, churches, health clinics,
and judges who can provide alternatives
to abortion. Aren’t liberals the folks who
pride themselves on diversity, equity,
and inclusion for everyone? Although
women have the right to do what they
want with their own bodies, in most
cases the option for life is more fulfilling
than choosing death.
Chris Milord Fullerton

Response: Faith, Reason, & Our Constitution
I’m always truly thrilled to receive a
reasoned letter critical of my reasoning.
As an Op-Ed columnist, I take my
responsibility seriously and try to be
articulate, sometimes mildly amusing,
but predominately thought-provoking. I
don’t have all the answers, but I do have
many questions.
I’m very torn on the state’s rights argument. In the past, southern states used it
to interpose themselves between Federal
Civil Rights laws and the state’s history
of persecution and segregation.
However, to be fair (which I sometimes
don’t like being, but none-the-less strive
for), liberals began to find some virtue
in state’s rights during the Trump
administration when we supported
California environment rules and laws
against the laissez faire (or to us laissez
unfair) Trump approach of letting business do whatever it wanted and damn
the environment.
We struggle, and we will struggle eternally, over the tension and balance
between the states and the federal government, as we struggle over individual
rights versus the rights of the larger
community. I’m in favor of these tensions and fervently hope that neither
side gains permanent supremacy.

As for Roe v. Wade in particular, my
views are not objective and intellectual.
I worked as a volunteer counsellor at
Planned Parenthood both before and
after Roe v. Wade. Before Roe, I saw the
consequence of young girls and mature
women coming to us pregnant. I saw
young girls who had been raped, or who
made immature choices, forced to carry
pregnancies. I saw women, whose birth
control had failed, or had been subject to
spousal pressure—even spousal rape
that was legal back then. It was heartbreaking.
Pre Roe, in a time of backroom and
self-harm abortions, to get a legal abortion, girls and women had to prove there
was a medical or a psychological necessity. Girls and women who could not
afford those evaluations were condemned to carry the pregnancy or go
dangerously outside the law. These were
not the “Good Olde Days.”
After Roe, it all changed. The lives of
girls and women were made safer and
more children, more babies, were
brought into homes that welcomed them
with enthusiasm and love.
Today, with the Supreme Court decision, the sky is falling. The Court let
loose chaos. Different states have differ-

Photo courtesy of US Supreme Court.
ent laws and rules and enforce them dif- Americans are for exceptions for rape or
ferently. Girls and women, in many ven- incest or the mother’s health. We tend
ues, will be compelled to carry pregnan- not to accept either absolute bans or
cies to term against their will. This gives absolute legal indifference. The center,
new meaning to “forced labor.” Yes, the on this issue, I believe, would hold.
wealthy will still get abortions, while the
Were we to take abortion out of our
poor will fall into physical and moral political theater and have a national refperil. I do believe there’s an “Equal erendum, I’m confident that the people
Protection” issue here.
would choose a mid-path. The Supreme
Doctors too are in peril. In many cases Court in overturning Roe ignored the
they don’t know what to do. Hospitals, constitutional precedence of both the 5th
even today, are calling in lawyers to and 14th amendments for privacy and
determine if a pregnant woman who has equal protection. They found, I believe
an ectopic pregnancy can be treated? Is according to their religious beliefs,
every miscarriage or still birth going be which I believe is improper.
investigated as a possible homicide that
I do understand that there are sincere
could get both the patient and the doctor people, some of whom are my respected
criminally charged? Medical profession- and beloved friends, who believe that
als will have to think twice or more abortion is murder. That is not my belief,
about offering cancer treatment to preg- but I respect them. I also have friends
nant women. Radiation or chemotherapy who believe that abortion is nothing at
could harm or kill the fetus. Save the all. It’s just like removing a tumor or
mother or the child, or risk losing both? wart. This would not be my belief—or
Some states are working on banning experience in being a counsellor at
inter-state travel for getting an abortion Planned Parenthood. Personally, I live in
and trying to re-purpose the old Mann the middle with most Americans.
Act (that was Federal) to outlaw taking a
The time of ensoulment, or viability,
fetal “person” across state lines to kill it. the moment when humanity attaches is
They are even going after telemedicine found in different places by different
and the Post Office and attempting to religions. Does a fetus become a baby
ban prescriptions of both Plan B and with its first breath, as generally
Plan C, being shipped across state lines. believed in Judaism? Or is it when the
This is legal chaos that the court didn’t fetus is potentially viable outside the
think through.
womb, as in many Protestant traditions?
Let’s now get to the beating heart of Is it the first sign of the fetal heartbeat,
the abortion issue. Most Americans, of as in Catholicism during much of its hisboth parties and all religions, accept tory? These are religious positions, unfit
(some with second thoughts) first as legislative guides. We are not a theoctrimester abortions. Most Americans are racy—Jewish, Christian, Muslim, or
squeamish about unlimited abortions, Buddhist.
particularly in the third trimester. Most
Not yet.

Letters to the Editor
Re: Community Voices Speak Against Sunrise Village Development
I’ve been a resident of Fullerton for
over 20 years and a regular consumer of
your paper. Thank you for the many
years of serving this City!
It is unfortunate, however, that The
Fullerton Observer is slowly jettisoning
true journalism and pivoting toward partisan opinion articles. This was noted in
the Subject article in the July issue. This
would be fine, I suppose, if the Subject
article was clearly delineated as
“Opinion,” but it wasn’t.
I’ve seen much more opinion weaved
into your articles, and it’s concerning

because I believe there should be a natural separation from ideology and journalism to preserve its integrity and
health.
For your benefit, and as a regular consumer of your paper, I ask that you
please maintain integrity as journalists
and focus your attention on delivering
unbiased information, story, narrative
and data, and clearly mark opinion articles as opinion. With that, you can trust
that citizens can weigh the facts themselves and determine their own opinion.
Respectfully, Phil Fullerton

Re: Graduating with a Uterus (July issue)
Scarlet Marenco made a bold statement when she decorated her graduation
cap with a uterus and the words changing the world one (uterus drawing) at a
time.
What a poignant statement. I was
moved and congratulate her for speaking
truth to power. Sadly, her words were
censored.
It reminds me of an incident in 1970 at
Fullerton High. A group of students decorated their graduation caps with peace

signs to protest the war in Vietnam. As
they entered the graduation field, a
teacher was ripping the peace signs off.
One student took off his peace sign,
folded it in his pocket and when everyone was in place, pulled it back out and
pinned it back on his cap. And I got
away with it.
So proud to see the young people of
today standing up for what they believe
in!
Rusty Kennedy Fullerton

Are we saving water?

After calling the Water Conservation Helpline and getting NO explanation, I
decided to send this “Earlier Guidelines” and Recent 6/10 guidelines!
Previous usage has been a two day schedule. Now they have implemented a three
day schedule. This is confusing and someone should have paid more attention. After
several years of following a two day schedule Why are we now going to a three day
schedule? Using more water!?
Caroline Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The
Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Opinions are those of the writer.
We must verify your identity, but we allow initials and town to be printed if desired,
or anonymous if a reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary. Opinions
sent to us without name, address and phone number will not be printed. Due to space
issues shorter letters have a better chance of getting in. Thanks!

contact@fullertonobserver.com or mail to:
Fullerton Observer PO Box 7051 Fullerton CA 92834
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VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2022

www.youtube.com/channel/UCBH6THuTKER5TrjoSRjw0ww/videos

Discover Fullerton on Foot
with Free Monthly Walking Tours
On an overcast morning near the end
of July, two volunteer tour guides wearing T-shirts that read “Park People” sat
on the benches outside the sliding glass
doors of the Fullerton Community
Center with binders in hand, preparing
for their upcoming walking tour.
Experienced guides Christina and
Bonnie were about to lead a tour for the
Parks and Recreation Department’s
Discover Fullerton program, which
offers monthly in-person walks that are
designed to highlight Fullerton’s history,
parks, and architecture with seniors in
mind.
“Aimee Aul, a member of the Parks
and Recreation education staff at the
Fullerton Community Center, came up
with this idea for Discover Fullerton
during COVID-19 to start a series of
walking tours in different parts of the
City,” Christina said. “This was a way to
look at the City through a historical lens.
In 2020, Aimee and the staff here at the
Community Center created a series of
YouTube video tours to encourage people to get out safely during COVID
times. Now that things can be a little
more leveraged, the tours are meant to
be live, not virtual, walks. This way,
people can get together, still be outside,
6-feet apart, wearing masks, and talk,
while still getting exercise.” According
to Aul, the program is supported in part
by a grant from the OC Office on Aging.
On Saturday, July 23, Christina and
Bonnie led a tour that focused on downtown civic buildings and art created during the New Deal, a relief program
under President Franklin D. Roosevelt
in 1933 to counteract the effects of the
Great Depression. It involved a massive
public works program, complemented
by the large-scale granting of loans.
Federal programs, such as the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) and the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC),
were established to provide people with
jobs and to build up the country’s infrastructure during a time when unemployment had reached a record high. The
government programs were created to
employ laborers, which also included
artists, writers, actors, and musicians
among others. FDR’s New Deal helped
change communities all across the country, including Fullerton.
Visiting the Fullerton Community
Center’s Discover Fullerton webpage, I
found that I could register in two
ways—either by calling the Community
Center at (714) 738-6575 or by registering online through FullertonEConnect. I
tried both and had an easier time making
my reservation by phone. Registering
online, I had to create an account
through the City’s CivicRec website and
go through a series of digital forms. The
last form was a COVID Contract Class

Liability Waiver, which loosely summarized, said that I agreed to not sue the
City if I caught COVID or any other
communicable disease while on the
walk. On the day before the tour, I
received a call from the Community
Center reminding me to wear a hat and
comfortable walking shoes. Sunscreen
and water were also recommended.
Beginning and ending at the south
parking lot entrance of the Fullerton
Parks and Rec volunteers Christina, Bonnie and Karla, helped lead the tour.
Community Center (located at 340 W.
Commonwealth Avenue), the hour and
forty-five minute Discover Fullerton on come through and were going through, has been continuously used as a post
Foot New Deal walking tour followed a architects were looking to boost spirits.” office ever since. Bonnie explained that
Moving inside, our tour group got a the lamp fixtures outside the doors had
mile-and-a-half route through the downrare
opportunity to look at the three-part been stolen overnight in September
town area. The tour group consisted of
“History
of California” mural within the 1998. “Vandals cut off the bolts of the
about eight people; some were Fullerton
Police
Station.
Christina explained that lamps and walked off with them. The
residents, others were from surrounding
the
mural
shows
everything from the Fullerton Police were able to work with
cities. Under the shade of the overhanglanding
of
Juan
Rodriguez
Cabrillo in art dealers and antiques dealers. They
ing roof of the Community Center, we
San
Diego
in
1542
to
the
birth
of the air- found the lamp posts at the Pasadena
congregated around Christina and
craft
and
movie
industries
in
the Los Antique Fair and brought them back.”
Bonnie who introduced themselves.
Angeles
area
in
chronological
order.
We walked up the post office steps,
They also introduced us to a Parks and
“The
WPA’s
Federal
Art
Project
compast
the lamp posts and stepped inside to
Recreation volunteer named Karla, who
missioned
Helen
Lundeberg
to
paint
the
look
at the oil-on-canvas “Orange
had helped register guests and organize
mural
in
1941,”
Bonnie
said.
“In
1993,
Pickers”
mural painted by Paul Julian,
the outing. Karla brought along a bag
the
mural
was
completely
restored
at
a
who
trained
with Millard Sheets and
containing extra water bottles
cost
of
$80,000.”
Lawrence
T.
Murphy
at the Chouinard
for anyone who needed them
Continuing
onward,
we
Art
Institute.
“Orange
Pickers” is the
during the walk.
went
down
Commonwealth,
only
WPA
post
office
mural
in Orange
The first stop on the tour
up
Harbor
Blvd.,
and
over
to
County,
and
illustrates
images
of differwas the Fullerton Police
the
Fullerton
Museum
ent
Fullerton
industries,
including
citrus,
Aimee Aul,
Department, which was built
Center,
which
was
originally
oil,
and
aviation.
However,
Bonnie
and
by the WPA in 1940.
a member
constructed
as
the
City’s
Christina
were
quick
to
point
out
that
Designed by George Stanley
of the
fourth library and was built there are a couple of inaccuracies with
Wilson, the concrete LParks
&
Rec
as a WPA project in 1941. It the mural. “The three-legged ladder
shaped building with a threestory tower previously served education staff was designed by prominent shown on the mural is not the right type
architect Harry Vaughan. for picking oranges,” Bonnie said.
as the Fullerton City Hall.
at the
Bonnie said that prior to its “They would’ve used a straight up and
Bonnie explained that prior
Fullerton
construction,
Andrew down ladder to lean against the trees. All
to that it was the site of the
Community
Carnegie
had
given
Fullerton
the people that would’ve been harvesthome of Henry Hiltscher.
a
grant
to
build
the
City’s
ing oranges would have had large over
Center,
“His father, August Hiltscher,
third
library.
“There
was
a
the shoulder bags. The bags were then
had a house here. Hiltscher came up with
Long
Beach
earthquake
in
shipped to packing houses. The oranges
Park and Hiltscher Trail are
this
idea
1933
that
damaged
some
were never packed in boxes in the
named
after
August
for
Discover
buildings
here,
and
that
fields.”
Hiltscher,
not
Henry
Carnegie
library
was
damReturning to the Community Center
Fullerton
Hiltscher,” she said.
aged.
So,
a
WPA
Project
gave
after
walking down Commonwealth, we
“When you have this
during
the
City
this
new
library.
It
concluded
our New Deal walking tour.
Spanish style architecture,
COVID-19
had
original
oak-built
book“Since
people
need their transportation
you can usually look for a
cases.
They
still
have
the
from
this
location,
most of the tours are
tower,” Christina said. “In
bookcases,
so
if
it
ever
needdesigned
to
loop
out from the
the Spanish tradition, those
ed
to
be
turned
back
into
a
Community
Center,”
Christina
said. The
towers kind of represent 700
library,
it
could.
Right
now,
next
Discover
Fullerton
on
Foot
walking
years of history…So, when
of
course,
it
is
our
museum.”
tour
will
be
based
around
the
theme
of
you watch around town, older buildings
Our
next
stop
was
the
Fullerton
Post
“Fullerton
Mysteries”
and
is
scheduled
will have this feature; the arched windows will have the bell tower on top of Office, another WPA project designed for Saturday, September 24, from
by Harry Vaughan. I learned from the 8:30am to 10:30am.
them.”
To register for the next tour, you can
Bonnie pointed out how one of the tour guides that this is the only federally
owned
building
in
Fullerton.
Bonnie
either
call 714-738-6575 or register
most distinctive features of the Spanish
said
that
it
was
constructed
for
$56,000
online
at
FullertonEConnect through the
Colonial Revival style building is its
in
less
than
seven
months.
The
facility
Community
Center’s
website:
extensive tile work, which was noticewas
dedicated
on
November
1,
1938
and
www.fullertoncommunitycenter.com.
able in the sunken courtyard. “The
architecture at the time of the New Deal
was intended to instill a sense of security
Donate blood to help prevent seasonal shortage
and stability,” Bonnie said. “Repeating
The American Red Cross has faced a concerning drop in blood and platelet
patterns also helped instill a sense of
donations this summer. Donors are needed to give in August to help prevent
security. After what the country had just
a blood shortage, by making an appointment. Donors can schedule an
appointment to donate using the Red Cross Blood Donor App, by visiting
RedCrossBlood.org or by calling 1-800-RED CROSS (1-800-733-2767).
Upcoming blood donation opportunities Aug. 1 to 15:
FULLERTON
Red Cross Fullerton Blood Donation Center, 1144 Rosecrans Ave.
8/3: 11am - 5pm, St Jude Medical Center, 101 E. Valencia Mesa Drive
8/14: 8am - 2pm, St Juliana Catholic Church, 1318 North Acacia
BREA
8/5: 1:30pm - 7:30pm, Brea Masonic Lodge, 500 E Imperial Hwy
8/8: 1pm - 7pm, Friends Community Church, 301 N. Berry
8/8: 2pm - 8pm, Christ Lutheran Church, 820 W. Imperial Hwy
8/9: 1:30pm - 8pm, Brea Mall, 1065 Brea Mall
8/11: 2 pm - 8pm, Avalon Brea Place, 185 S State College Blvd
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LEADERSHIP & TRANSPARENCY
ISSUES WITH OC POWER AUTHORITY
by Jesse La Tour
A June 24 Orange County Grand Jury
report entitled “Orange County Power
Authority: Come Clean” lays out significant leadership and transparency concerns with this new public agency.
OCPA is a community choice energy
(CCE) agency that was established in
2020 to give member cities a greater
mix of renewable energy. Currently,
OCPA’s members include Irvine,
Fullerton, Huntington Beach, Buena
Park, and unincorporated areas of
Orange County.

LACK OF CEO EXPERIENCE

The report expresses concern with the
lack of relevant experience of OCPA
CEO Brian Probolsky.
The CEO had “virtually no employment experience with CCEs or energy
purchase and trading prior to joining
OCPA” and yet he oversees a $34 million budget, with “significant signing
authority, little meaningful oversight,
and no OCPA governing bylaws.”

POOR HIRING PRACTICES

The report states that best practices
were not followed when hiring the CEO,
as OCPA Board members were only presented with one option for the CEO and
Chief Operating Officer.
In contrast to the lack of experience of
the CEO, the Chief Operating Officer
Antonia Castro-Graham “had a strong
and extensive background in the clean
energy field and municipal participation
in that field…The COO resigned from
OCPA on December 3, 2021, after less
than a year of service.”

TRANSPARENCY ISSUES

The Grand Jury report also cites
numerous problems with OCPA transparency.
For example, “As of early April 2022,
past the start date for commercial customers, neither the OCPA notices that
were required to be mailed to customers,
nor the OCPA website, contained any
direct mention of the increased charges
that would be incurred due to the default

‘green energy’ tiers selected by member
cities for their businesses and residents.”
The report also states that OCPA has
not properly implemented bylaws and
other procedures to promote and ensure
transparency, and that it unreasonably
delayed the formation of the CAC
(Community Advisory Committee), has
failed to properly utilize CAC member
expertise, and has stifled the CAC from
functioning as an advisory committee as
intended.
The report includes recommendations
to rectify these issues, and states, “The
Orange County Grand Jury endorses
OCPA’s mission and wants to see it
flourish. The citizens of Orange County
deserve and will benefit from sustainable energy. However, no matter the
mission of a public agency, the ability to
see how that agency operates and utilizes public funds is of paramount
importance.”
The Grand Jury is awaiting a response
from OCPA. Meanwhile, the City of
Irvine has approved an audit of the
OCPA, and other member cities, including Fullerton, have supported this.
Following the release of the Grand
Jury Report, Probolsky released a letter
challenging some of the claims made.
Regarding the claim that business customers weren’t given notice about rate
increases, the letter states, “Prior to the
April launch, OCPA included information including rates and a rate comparison tool on the OCPA website, which
directly shows all costs associated with
the different plans OCPA offers.”
In response to the Grand Jury’s assertion that “the CEO has nearly unchecked
authority over an annual budget exceeding $34 million, power purchasing decisions, and the selection and oversight of
all contractors,” the letter states: “The
CEO’s authority is not unchecked,” and
the Board of Directors has authority
over the budget and other matters.
To read the full Grand Jury report visit
www.orangecountygrandjury.com.

Community Building
* We envision the possibility of a renaissance of literacy, in its broadest sense,
for
Fullerton,
our
Education
Community." (February 5, 1919)
In other words, a major purpose in
restoring and revitalizing this building is
to provide a location and opportunities
to strengthen our community. We are a
large city with a diverse population with
many different interests. I think that
Molly would agree with me that the
Council should view enhancing our
community as a priority. If the Council
majority has a vision for communitybuilding, it is not apparent to me. Ofttimes it seems like Council is only interested in Public Safety, street infrastructure, and maybe encouraging businesses.
Essential though those things are, they
are not enough to make living in
Fullerton special. A safe community is a
means to an end: creating a place where
we can thrive by joining with our friends
and neighbors in events and activities
that bring us together, that enrich us, and
that make us value our community and
our neighbors.
While the City does provide some
facilities, activities, and events (and perhaps staff or a Council member will provide a full list), there are fewer than in
the past and they seem to be continually
threatened with reduction or elimination

continued from front page

to meet budget shortfalls. In particular:
* Founders Day: Up until 1993 this
event that highlighted City activities was
held yearly. There was a parade and a
street fair where each City department
and community-oriented organizations
had booths where attendees could find
out what was happening in Fullerton.
There was even the opportunity to dunk
the City Manager or other notables by
hitting a target with a baseball. Very
popular.
* The Muckenthaler: Again in 1993,
the City decided to cut this City-owned
and operated facility loose and substantially reduce funding.
* July 4th and New Year's celebrations: Many cities cut back events with
COVID restrictions, but now many of
those have been brought back. Not so in
Fullerton.
* Thursday Street Fair: Previously
this very popular event ran past
Halloween. This year the music groups
are only budgeted until August 25, eliminating the fall months when everyone is
back in town and the weather (marginally) cools off. The beer garden provides a
substantial source of income for the
Fullerton Museum Center. It is not clear
if there will be any activities after the
music ends.
* The Fullerton Museum Center: As

PHOTO COURTESY OF OC ANIMAL CARE.

Sad story of cat hoarding
by Brady Rhoades
It started with an elderly neighbor telling me his cat was pregnant and sick. The
day after he'd told me about his sick cat, I asked if she was doing better. She wasn't.
I asked if I could see her. He was reluctant, said his place was a little dirty and he'd
been planning on cleaning it, but he finally relented.
On the way into the approximately 450-square-foot unit, he sheepishly told me, "I
have more than 20 cats, you know."
The place was foul with urine and feces, littered with empty food tins and swarming with maggots. There were no fans, no air conditioning. Cats zig-zagged here and
there. Most hid under a bed, high up on shelves, and in any crevice they could snake
into. About four or five stood on a dresser, big eyed, curious, scared.
The sick cat was hiding on a shelf with maybe a foot of space between her and the
ceiling. I couldn't tell anything about her condition.
"Have you contacted a veterinarian?”
"It costs so much," he said, "I love them so much. You don't know how much I'm
suffering."
I heard faint meowing and tracked down the sound. There were three newborns in
a cardboard box with a wet shirt on them. They were cold, near death. They died the
next day.
This was my introduction to the phenomenon that is cat hoarding. It's a sickness.
It can be triggered by early-life abandonment and late-life trauma, among other
events, according to psychiatric experts.
Fast forward three weeks and dozens of calls to cat rescue operations, police,
Animal Control, neighbors.
OC Community Cats stayed in touch with me via text, getting updates and giving
invaluable advice.
On July 8, the cats were confiscated and treated by Animal Control. At last check
they were trying to adopt them out.
If you're interested in adopting a cat or two, go to ocpetinfo.com. Animal Control's
adoption services can be reached at (714) 935-6848.
At last check, there were five left.
it did in 1993 with the Muckenthaler, the have a director.
City seems about to cut the FMC loose
All the above are examples of the conand reduce or eliminate funding and let tinuing eroding of Council support for
it die.
community-building events and facili* Library: The Library is a key ele- ties. The Hunt fiasco is only the latest
ment in the Education Community. It example. Two council members, Jesus
provides a forum for lectures,
Silva and Ahmad Zahra,
concerts, and other events, as
expressed their dismay at this
well as a place to study and
pattern, asking, in effect, what
meet with others. The Library ...examples of are we here for if we cannot
staff has been decimated and
provide our constituents with
the
open times cut back to 36
these important and valued
continuing things? Mayor Jung argued
hours over 5 days per week.
Recently Mayor Fred Jung
that arts and cultural events are
eroding
requested a discussion about
of Council a priority, but then immediateoutsourcing Library Services.
ly mentioned other higher prisupport
The discussion did not happen
orities. Presumably being a
for
thanks to an outpouring of
low priority is still being a prisupport for the Library.
community- ority.
This is only a partial listing
Ideally there would be a
building
of community-building faciliCouncil and community vision
events
ties and events that have had
that would form the basis for
funding reduced or eliminated. and facilities. policies to strengthen our comAdditionally, the Day of
munity. There is more to comMusic (not a city event) was
munity than churches, schools,
reduced to a single stage due
and sports leagues, and the
to lack of City support. The
Council should be playing a
Fox theater project and the opening of key role in making Fullerton a richer
Coyote Hills languish. The recently community.
opened Bicycle Boulevard, important in
Perhaps we need a Communityproviding a safe bicycle and family Building Task force or perhaps Parks
route downtown for families and other and Rec should be directed to suggest a
riders, had its center closed. And the vision or policies to vitalize our communarrowly-named Parks and Recreation nity and to bring our very diverse neighdepartment, a department that should be bors together. The current Council
central to community-building, does not seems incapable of doing so.
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Community Celebrates
Fourth of July
with a Bike Parade
The annual Downtown Fullerton Fourth of July Bike Parade drew an
estimated 1,100 friends, neighbors, and family members. They decked out
their cycles in red, white, and blue. They hit the street and pedaled, skated,
scooted, or just sat in electric carts, making their way along a three-mile
course heading east on Wilshire Ave. before doubling back to the
Downtown Plaza. Tim Johnson is the unofficial organizer of the event,
which has grown from just 37 bikes eight years ago to what it is now.

Sunny Hills High
student receives study
abroad scholarship
by Divya Bharadwaj

Aidan Wong at the Berlin Wall.

Aidan Wong needed to make a choice
– what language to take during high
school. Spanish. Korean. Mandarin.
German.
“I didn’t want to take Spanish because
virtually everyone takes it,” Wong said.
“I don’t have any connection to Korean
so it didn’t interest me. And I am
Cantonese so while the writing taught is
the same (traditional script), the pronunciation is very different. I was also really
interested in Dutch and Dutch and
German are part of the same language
family so I thought, why not?”
Fast forward to senior year when
Wong was taking International
Baccalaureate German Standard Level.
His teacher prompted the class to participate in the National German Exam,
which took place in January.
Wong scored in the 95th percentile on
the exam, giving him the opportunity to
move onto the interview round of the
exam. Those who scored in the 90th percentile or higher in their levels and submitted an application to the
Pädaggischer
Austauschdienst
Deutschland Plus program, moved onto
the interview round. Only levels two,
three, and four were eligible for this program.
He was interviewed on March 12 and
found out he moved on to another test
round on March 14. Wong took the
Avant STAMP 4S test that tested writing, speaking, reading, and listening.
After scoring high on the exam, he
found out he received the scholarship on
April 11, which allowed him to study in
Germany for three weeks. “I was at
school in my last period of the day when
I found out,” he said. “I texted my par-

ents and my friends immediately.”
Wong left for New York City on June
26 and landed in Germany the next day.
His schedule included school and excursions, where groups would travel to different cities throughout the week. He
attended the Markgraf-Georg-Friedrich
Gymnasium in the city of Kulmbach.
School involved attending classes,
both with the other American students as
well as his host family. He had the
opportunity to shadow his host brother
who was in 10th grade, but also take
classes with the American group.
“On our second day of school, we also
got a tour of the city of Kulmbach and
got to meet the mayor of the town,
which was cool,” Wong said. “On the
weekends, we had time with our host
families and one cool experience was
getting to see the border between former
West and East Germany and there was
still a part of the wall that was there.”
He liked how relaxed and discussionbased classes were, and he enjoyed the
45 minute periods instead of the 55
minute ones he was used to at Sunny
Hills. Wong’s favorite class was math.
Excursions took place throughout the
three weeks he was in Germany and
included destinations such as Bayreuth,
Bamberg, Nürnberg, and Regensburg,
all of which have historical significance.
Wong’s parents are proud of their son
for earning the opportunity to go to
Germany through this scholarship program.
Alex Wong, Aidan Wong’s father, said.
“Having the opportunity to travel to
Germany gave Aidan a good chance to
explore and learn a bit more about its
culture.”
Wong returned on July 16. Moving
forward he is going to be attending
University of California, Irvine and
majoring in both math and language science to become a high school math
teacher.
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Identities on Trial in
the United States
by ChorSwang Ngin
ChorSwang Ngin radically shifts the
asylum-seeking narrative by focusing
on rarely heard stories of persecution
and escape from China and southeast
Asia. Identities on Trial in the United
States weaves together the cases of a
tortured student from a Myanmar
prison, an apostate of Islam, several
victims of ethnic and sexual violence
from Indonesia, and the escape of men
and women from China’s draconian
one-child policy, among others. Joann
Yeh, an immigration attorney and contributor to this work, examines asylum
seeking in a Mandarin-speaking
California community and discusses
the failure of the United States' quasijudicial immigration system, highlighting "asylum lawfare" in courtroom dramas and arguing for an
anthropological advantage in asylum
preparation. This book is an essential
text for policy makers, students,
lawyers, activists, and those engaged
with migration studies seeking a more
just asylum outcome. Listen to
Observing Fullerton podcast interview
with Professor Ngin.

Hellfire and Honey

Marriage License
Handbook

by A.N. Payton

by Judith Kaluzny

Does biology lead to vampires?
A.N. Payton (aka Amber Foley)
thinks so. She is a young woman
born and raised right here in
Fullerton, the wife of an Army
Captain, mother of a toddler and
newborn baby, and now a published author.
After achieving a degree in biology she has just gotten her first
novel published, no, not about
flora and fauna but an intriguing
story of a power struggle between
the different kingdoms of witches,
vampires, and demons. A story
with heroes, villains, and strange
beings defying biology as we know
it. Lots of good fight scenes, marvelous magic, love interests, philosophy and humor, too.
This is the first book in what is
to be a series of Eternal Alliances.
Hellfire and Honey by A.N.
Payton. Available on Amazon
and in book stores.

Comprising vignettes from the
author's own experience as first a
divorce lawyer and then a divorce
mediator, combined with self-assessment tests, California Marriage
License Handbook is a groundbreaking reality check about the legal and
financial obligations people accept,
often unwittingly, when they agree to
legally join their life with someone
else’s...until death or divorce court do
they part.
After 10 years of slogging through
divorce courts for clients, the author
turned to actual problem solving to
help people not just dissolve their
marriage, but even try to retain it
whenever possible. To that end,
California
Marriage
License
Handbook explains the confusing
truth about community property, the
difference between marriage and
domestic partnerships, and the depth
of fiduciary obligation most people
simply don't understand before they
say, "I do."

From Masks to sculpture
by 54 OLLI-CSUF members
Attempting to fill a niche in history, From Masks to Sculpture is a collection
of stories, poetry, arts, and crafts that expresses the full range of the human
experience during the pandemic of COVID-19.
Fifty-four Osher Lifelong Learning Institute members at CSUF participated
in this book. Writers, photographers, painters, and crafters came together in the
virtual world during quarantine to keep their sanity, document this historic
time, and share their creative expressions.

Love Letters From Barstow
by Jonathan Faia
Jonathan Faia is a writer native to Southern
California who came to maturity in the 1990s.
Born in Fullerton, California in 1975, he spent
the majority of his early adolescence in the
arms of the Fullerton and Buena Park Public
Libraries, reading the works that would inspire
and shape his life. Growing up in what modern
culture referred to as Generation X, he spent
his formative years in the 1990s attending college majoring in English Literature and honing
his love for writing. Combining his Gen X
adolescence with his utter infatuation for Beat
Poetry, he authored the books Wylde Serenity
and Love Letters From Barstow.
Both books are filled with poems whose elements include the indulgences of love, and the
loneliness that comes from its failures. His
work encompasses despair, angst, and even
flirtations with death. Both books have
received starred reviews from literary critics
and industry publications. He also passes time
writing freelance articles and performing interviews for several online publications. In his
free time, he can be found walking the aisles of
local independent booksellers.

I don't like broccoli * No me gusta el brócoli
by Paola Gutiérrez
I don't like broccoli * No me gusta el brócoli is a bilingual picture book for
children 4-8 and was released on March 19, 2022. My name is Paola Gutiérrez
I'm 44 years old, I live in Fullerton, California. I am an Early Childhood educator, author, and podcaster. This book was inspired by my son who doesn't like
broccoli, among other things. Focusing on what he liked became a way to teach
language skills and embrace personal expression and what brings joy. The book
is easy to read in both languages, English and Spanish.
https://hihello.me/p/2957afee-8bee-45d3-9261-28c66c804830

Rest in Peace
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Eleanor Tomkiewicz Gnup
Eleanor Gnup, 95, died
peacefully from congestive
heart failure on July 3.
Born in Camden, NJ, she
graduated
from
the
University of Pennsylvania
where she studied psychology and met the love of her
life, Eddy, to whom she was
married for sixty-five years.
She was a longtime resident of
Fullerton and worked for many years
as a librarian at Brea Olinda High
School.
Eleanor was best known for being a
huge fan of all things opera. She and
Eddy took an opera appreciation class
for twenty-eight years with Professor

1927 - 2022

Bill Glassman. Through that
class and her association
with the LA Opera and the
San Francisco Standees
Assoc., she met numerous
friends whom she stayed in
contact with throughout her
life.
Eleanor and Eddy traveled
extensively, and they also shared a
love of fine food, good champagne,
and hiking.
She is survived by her daughters,
Andrea Oppedisano and Valentina
Gnup, grandchildren, Christopher,
China, Sophie, and five great-grandchildren.
She will be dearly missed.

Patrick J. Higgins 1949 - 2022
Patrick. J. Higgins, of
Fullerton,
California,
passed away peacefully on
July 10, 2020 following a
long and valiant fight
against pancreatic cancer.
To ease his passing, he was
surrounded by his loving
family.
He is survived by his
wife of 24 years, Melanie Lee
McGilton Higgins and his daughters
Kelly Leitner and Christy Piraro, his
son-in-law Blayne Leitner, son-in-law
Dan Piraro, his step-daughter Rebecca
Jones and son-in-law Richard Jones,
his stepdaughter Amanda Martin, and
his beloved grandchildren: Brandon
Leitner, Ryan Leitner, Colette Jones,
Corinne Jones, Isaiah Martin, and
Lilly Martin; and former wife Gayle
Higgins.
He served with distinction in the
United States Army with duty at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma, after which he
returned to Southern California where
he achieved success in the critical
commercial transportation industry.
His reputation for hard-work, dedica-

tion, and honesty were recognized by his employers,
friends and colleagues. In
his youth he was an awardwinning driver in “quartermidget” racing.
He was known throughout the state for being a
lover. He loved his wife,
his family, a great pastrami
sandwich from The Hat, and a hamburger from almost anywhere! He
loved a good movie, a suspenseful television drama, and following
NASCAR racing. He also loved his
dog, tolerated scores of wandering
cats, and occasionally fed a hungry
bird. He will be long remembered for
his constant good cheer, clever sense
of humor, and insatiable zest for life.
He was, in every sense of the word, a
Good Man!
Remembrances can be provided on
the Heritage Dilday Memorial
Services home-page:
https://www.heritage-dildaymemorialservices.com/tributes/PatrickHiggins#tributewall

Ronald F. Osborn 1939 - 2022
Long time Fullerton, CA
resident, Ronald Francis
Osborn (Ron or Ronnie to
his family and friends)
who was known as a
“good old Oklahoma
boy—salt of the earth kind
of guy,” passed away on
June
24,
2022.
Predeceased by his wife,
Kathleen in 2020, Ron was living at
Sunrise Senior Living in Fullerton at
the time of his death. He and Kathleen
had no children but were often
referred to as “very supportive second
parents” by children of family members and friends. Ron is survived by
his sister-in-law Linda Osborn of
Glencoe, Oklahoma, as well as several
nieces, nephews, and cousins.
Both Ron and Kathleen were raised
in the small town of Pawnee,
Oklahoma, and after meeting at
Oklahoma State University were married in 1964. After Ron received his
Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering
from OSU, they moved to Orange
County in 1968, where Ron went to
work for North American Rockwell
(which eventually became part of
Boeing Airplane Co.) from which he
retired and became Kathleen’s helper
for all her charity activities.
Both Ron and Kathleen were avid
California Angels fans and were sea-

son ticket holders for many
years as well as avid tennis
fans with Rafael Nadal
being their favorite; they
travelled annually to Palm
Springs to watch the professional tennis matches
and enjoyed staying at
their timeshare there with
casinos
close
by—
Kathleen loved those slots—and Ron
loved to read—so a perfect match!
Both Ron and Kathleen also loved to
travel to foreign lands, including
Australia, China, through the Panama
Canal, numerous European countries,
and Russia to name a few, as well as
throughout the US. Their last travel
adventure was taking a Mississippi
River boat trip! All his friends and colleagues will miss his stories and
PowerPoint slide shows.
Ron’s final resting place will be with
Kathleen at the Loma Linda Memorial
Park mausoleum in Fullerton. A
Celebration of Life will be held later
this summer.
Should you like to make a donation
in Ron’s memory, please consider one
of the organizations helping our veterans or designated for one of the education programs sponsored by the
Assistance League of Fullerton or
Chapter Y of P.E.O., also located in
Fullerton.
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Edward E. "Ted" Stumpf 1929 - 2022
Ted, 91, and a 59-year resident of
Fullerton, passed away July 2, 2022.
He will be deeply missed.
Ted taught accounting at Fullerton
College for 35 years and enjoyed traveling and spending time with his family and friends.
He was born in Fontana, CA, and
after college and the Army moved to
San Jose where he met his first wife,
Elizabeth C. Stumpf, who predeceased

him in 2006 after 46 years of marriage. Ted was blessed to reconnect
with a childhood friend, L. Sue
Haggman after Betty’s death and he
and Sue were married in 2011.
He is survived by his wife Sue; three
children, Kristin Andersen, Peter
Stumpf, Karen Sorg, and many grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Service was held July 23 at 10am at
Searchlight Church in Fullerton.

George William Kindelberger, Jr
George died unexpectedly
June 21 at St. Jude Hospital
in Fullerton, CA. He was
born Dec 17, 1964 in
Torrance, CA to George and
Leida Kindelberger.
George graduated from El
Dorado
High
School,
Placentia, CA in 1984 and
following graduation started working
as a motorcycle mechanic and then
Warehouse Quality Supervisor.
George enjoyed our family history

1964 - 2022

in Aerospace.
The
Kindelberger name is
known in the aerospace
industry.
George is survived by his
daughter Harly, her husband, JT and his two grandchildren Addica-Lynn and
Carter James. His brother,
Mark (Mikki) Kindelberger; and sisters Jill (Jim) Moore; Kim (Karl)
Davis and Kelly (Garry) Mancini.

Robert “Bob” Louis Williams 1929 - 2022
Robert Louis Williams
passed away peacefully at
the age of 92 in Fullerton,
California on June 11.
Robert was born on
December 18, 1929 in
Boise, Idaho to Robert E.
and Marietta J. Williams
but grew up in Kellerton,
Iowa.
After graduation, he joined the Navy
and served for four years, including
seeing action in the Korean War.
During his time in the Navy, he met
his wife of almost 70 years, Jeanne
Butimore. They were married on
December 27, 1952. Bob worked in

aerospace for most of his
career and worked at North
American/Rockwell until
his retirement in 1988.
Bob is survived by his
wife Jeanne, daughter
Ellen (Mark), son John
(Connie), niece Ann,
grandchildren Alex, Anne,
Katherine, and Evan, great
grandchildren
Daniel,
James,
Samantha, grandnephew Ben, great
grandniece Teagan & great grandnephew Logan.
Services are planned for August 12.
In lieu of flowers donate to the
American Cancer Society.
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Air Medals among his many decorations.
Raul met the love of his life, Helen,
while at Syracuse University. Raul and
Helen married November 24, 1956, and
were together nearly 65 years when
Helen died October 16, 2020.
Raul took his bride around the world:
the Far East, the Middle East, Europe,
and the four coasts of North America.
Their two youngest daughters were born
in Japan while the oldest was born in
Massachusetts. They loved to travel,
meeting and learning about other peoples, their traditions and customs, and
their foods. Two of their last trips were
bucket list items: the Canary Islands and
a cruise through the Panama Canal.
Born in Delta, Colorado, the youngest
Autonetics, Rockwell International,
son of 12 siblings, Raul is predeceased aerospace contractor, recruited Raul
by his siblings and wife of nearly 65 from the USAF. Initially he was a civilyears. He is survived by his three ian instructor and mentor, flying intellidaughters, four grandchildren, and two gence missions with the Iranian Air
great grandchildren, to whom he is Force in its war against Iraq. In 1977,
known as Papa. He loved his family shortly before the Shah of Iran was
dearly.
deposed, Raul and his family returned to
When six years old, Raul’s
the O.C. He earned his
family moved from CO to
Associate of Arts degree from
southern CA, settling in
Fullerton College, and in
The USAF 1992 retired from aerospace.
Fullerton. He wrote the Maple
Elementary School song, his
Raul and his beloved wife
formally
first publication. He worked
Helen
moved to Las Vegas,
recognized
at the local bakery on
NV, where they resided
Raul in the almost 25 years, the longest
Commonwealth and Harbor
Hall
of Honor they lived in one place. They
boulevards before and after
attending Fullerton High
enjoyed the Las Vegas
in 1999.
School.
lifestyle: seeing shows, testAs a boy, Raul tried to learn
ing their luck, and hosting
violin from his father, who
their friends and family.
played in a Mariachi band. Raul penned
Ambitious, Raul persevered to
poetry and prose, successfully publish- achieve his goals to enjoy the rewards of
ing both. His most coveted and proudest a good life with many accomplishments,
work was his novel Between the contributions, and much love. He will
Mountain and the Sky, which depicts be missed.
multiple generations of a Hispanic famiThe USAF Air Intelligence Agency’s
ly, much like his own, who escaped the Freedom through Vigilance Association
Mexican Revolution and poverty for (FTVA) formally recognized Raul’s
America.
contributions to his profession by placAt 16, Raul left high school to join the ing him in the Hall of Honor in 1999.
military to see the world. He served 28
Memorial Service: Friday, October 7,
years in USAF Air Intelligence, in the 2022, 9:30am, Weaver Mortuary &
Korean Conflict, Vietnam War, and Cold Crematory, 1177 Beaumont Ave,
War, flying 72 combat missions with six Beaumont, CA 92223.
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ANSWER KEY TO PUZZLE "AND...SCENE!"

on page 7:

PUZZLE
MASTER
Valerie
Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since
2014.

Raul A. Sandoval, aka
“Sandy” 1931 - 2022

CLASSIFIED
SEND CLASSIFIED ADS TO ADS@FULLERTONOBSERVER.COM:
ALL INFORMATION MUST ACCOMPANY A NAME, STREET ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER AND PAYMENT
IN FULL OR THEY WILL NOT BE PRINTED. CLASSIFIED ADS ARE $40 PER 40 WORDS
NO PHOTOS OR LOGOS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO NOT PRINT ADS DEEMED INAPPROPRIATE.

VOLUNTEER
Volunteers can opt for the Meals
on Wheels Program, delivering food
to homebound seniors every week.
Routes take between 1-1.5 hours in
the morning to complete on average.
Additionally, volunteers are needed to support the Grab & Go program, preparing and bagging frozen
meals at local senior centers. They
may help organize packaged meals,
set up food for distribution, and
assist with registration.
Those interested can learn more
at: www.mealsonwheelsoc.org/
get-involved/

*** NOW HIRING ***

Executive Assistant

to provide support for the CEO
and help grow the business.
We’re a Fullerton based
organic children’s
supplements company.
https://www.greenpeach.com/
Please send a resume
and a personal note to

info@greenpeach.com
DO WELL BY DOING GOOD.

“Train up a child in the way he should go: and
when he is old, he will not depart from it.” –Proverbs 22:6
Sunday school & Child Care available during all services
Sunday Service & Sunday school at 10 am
Wednesday Testimony Meeting at 7:30 pm
Our Reading Room is open Mon – Wed, Fri & Sat from 10 am to 1 pm

First Church of Christ, Scientist
1300 N Raymond Avenue, Fullerton 92831
Office (714) 525-4062
Reading Room (714) 525-2649
christiansciencefullerton.com csfullerton@sbcglobal.net

Women's Club of Fullerton presents

FREE Natural Health
& Beauty Expo
Sunday, August 7, 11am to 3:30pm
Elks Lodge 1400 Elks View Ln, Fullerton
Speaker Topics:
Improve Your Wellbeing - Lucy Garza Park, DoTerra Wellness
The Benefits of Joy & Dance - Jeanette Reese
Improving Your Emotional State - LaNeesha Deneal
Breathing Techniques - Leslie Carrera-Silva
Therapeutic Riding - Louise Hernandez, Tara's Chance
Joy, Energy & the Law of Attraction - Linda Holman-Konieczny
Ecological Awakening - Jensen Hallstrom
Vibing to the Beat - Dylan Garcia & Perry Charkatz
Includes a healthy light lunch, vendors, and drawings.

For more info and a list of vendors see wcof.club/health-and-beauty-expo-2022.

Please bring school supply donations
for the Tecate Orphanage in Mexico.
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Significant Bus
Service Cuts
Proposed for
North OC
by Jane Reifer, Chair of Transit
Advocates of Orange County
The Orange County Transportation
Authority (OCTA) conducted a public
hearing on July 25 to receive input on a
bus system update that will add service
to core routes by eliminating service on
so-called “unproductive” routes. The
high productivity routes will be more
convenient, but at the cost of removing
bus coverage. OCTA claims that only
1% of riders will be affected by route
elimination, but in Fullerton, for example, almost 20% of route miles will be
permanently eliminated.
Fullerton Mayor Fred Jung serves as
an OCTA Director representing several
north Orange County cities and advocated saving several of the routes proposed
for elimination.
This service plan would have significant impacts on Fullerton and north
Orange County bus service usability,
which already has connectivity issues
due to the underlying street network
gaps caused by hills, rail lines, and flood
control channels. Transit Advocates of
OC believes skeletal lifeline service can
be retained without significant reductions in core improvements.
“Cutting bus services will be detrimental to our residents, especially students, seniors and folks who rely on
busses to get to work,” Councilmember
Ahmad Zahra said.
While OCTA received over 4,000 survey responses in their public outreach,
respondents were limited to giving opinions on only four routes. The Board of
Directors heard testimony from several

bus riders and will vote in October when
the new route schedules are developed.
Although OCTA offers an audio broadcast, it does not allow real-time remote
public comments through phone or
Zoom, like most other public agencies
do.
More About Proposed Bus Changes:
https://octa.net/pdf/BetterConnectionsB
ooklet-ProposedServicePlan-2022.pdf
If you’re interested in Fullerton bus
service, write to CouncilMembers@cityoffullerton.com
Transit Advocates of Orange County
TAOC@earthlink.net or call 714-5253678 (no texts).

Route eliminations and reductions:
– Route 37 – Removal of all service
north of Commonwealth.
–Route 43 – Will now terminate at
Fullerton Transportation Center,
rather than North Court, removing
most southbound service from
Fullerton College.
– Route 123 – Removal of all service on Chapman and Malvern Ave in
Fullerton (all east-west service from
Fullerton College).
– Route 153 – Route elimination
includes removal of service on
Associated Rd., and on Placentia
Ave. between Nutwood and State
College.

– Routes 29/129 – Service on Beach
Blvd north of Artesia reduced to
hourly instead of half hourly service,
ending at 8pm instead of current
1am.
Route improvements:
– Route 26 – Commonwealth will
now run until 9pm instead of 6pm on
weekends.
– Route 43 – Harbor will now run
every 20 minutes instead of every 24
on weekdays, and every 15 minutes
instead of 25 on weekends.
– Route 47 – Lemon will now run
every 15 minutes instead of every 20
on weekdays and run until 11pm
instead of 9pm.

